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Welcome to Broker Underwriting Module - User Manual. This is a guide designed

for Broker's and Approver's usage on the application. It explicitly provide details

and information applicable for Broker's and Approver's use.

We hope you enjoy the manual as much as we, at Gulf Union Insurance - IT

Department, enjoyed creating it.
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1 What's New

This section show s the sum m a ry of w ha t is new  in the system . It w ill specifica lly overview  users  to  w ha t  a re

new  cha ng es  done  on  the  a pplica tion  a nd  w ill  direct  them  to  specific  sections  w here  these  cha ng es  a re

expla ined.

USERS VIEW FOR WHAT IS NEW IN THE SYSTEM:

CHANGES SECTIONS AFFECTED

Added new menu "My
Account" where user can
update their account
information and change
their password in the
system

My Account Section

Edit My Account section

Change password section

Policy number generated
by the system will be
according to the broker's
reserved number set by
GUIRCO on their brokers

Overview of Broker Uwr module section

Broker Uwr Module Process flow section

Add Insurance Policy section

Show Insurance Policy section
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2 Introduction

The topics in this section provide some basic information about Broker Underwriting Module  application,

what it is for, who are the users of this application, what the application can and cannot do.

 How to get Started: 

o  See Overview of Broker Underwriting Module  for the overview
of the application including the objective and scope of the system.

o  See Manual Overview  for basic information on ho to use the
online help manual.

o See What's New  section for new changes/enhancements
deployed in the application.

  Learning More: 

o  See Documentation Conventions  for the conventions used
throughout this documentation.

o  See Hints and Tips  for the helpful tips on the general use of the
application.

o  See Starting Up the module  for instructions in logging in and
out the system.

o  See Setting Up Customer account  for instructions in creating
customer's account in the system.

o  See Processing Insurance Transactions  for the complete
process on creating and approving policy for customer.

o  See Printing Reports  for instructions on when and how to print
reports.

o  See TAB A  for Customer record's mandatory fields

o  See TAB B  for Insurance Policy Record mandatory fields

o  See TAB C  for sample of printed reports
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2.1 Overview of Broker Underwriting Module

The  Broker  Underwriting  module  is  a  Web-based  software  application  developed  In-house  by  the

Information  Technology  (IT)  Department  of  Gulf  Union  Insurance  Company.  This  software  application  is

intended  for  Insurance  Broker  who  conducts  insurance  business  on  behalf  of  Gulf  Union  Insurance

Company.  Each  broker  and  approver  of  the  system  must  be  registered.  The  application  performs  the

functions needed to process Motor Insurance Company. This application will let the Brokers to directly key-

in or encode customer record and insurance policy of  their client in the  system.  In  addition,  it  generates

useful  reports  that  helps  make  the  broker  account  management  easier  and  more  efficient.  The  flexible

design  of  the  Broker  Underwriting  application  module  lets  the  brokers  and  approvers  to  operate  it

remotely thru the internet connection. 

 Objectives 

The primary objective  of  Broker  Underwriting  module  is  to  provide  the  Brokers  of  Gulf  Union  Insurance

Company a facility to process the broker’s customer insurance proposal  electronically,  and  to  the  greater

extend, enhance the performance of  the Motor Underwriting System by providing a facility to  search  out

customer insurance data from the broker’s location/office. The module aims to: 

Provide user-friendly web-based modules and streamline  procedures  to  facilitate  the  processing

time of insurance registration and query.

Provide effective  control  measures  and  secures  the  accuracy  and  integrity  of  insurance  business

data.(e.g. Automatic premium calculations)

Generate  timely  and  accurate  operational  and  management  reports  for  the  efficient  monitoring

 insurance policies under the account of a broker.
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Scope

The Software application module will be installed /deployed in Gulf Union Insurance Company and could

be accessed by the broker thru a browser program. 

This application is designed to be  accessible  to  all  brokers  in  respect  to  the  transactions  accounted  to

them.

 All  vehicles  (car makers)  listed in the system where according to  the  vehicles  available  to  Gulf  Union

Insurance.  Vehicle  information like  car model,  style,  vehicle  body, cubic capacity and seat  capacity  are

taken through internet.

This application allows broker to issue new policy for new clients,  as  long  as  it  is  not  conflicting  to  GU

Customers and renew policies of their existing clients.

This application does not cover Third party like Bronze and Bronze +, for such cases, kindly contact GU to

renew those policies.

This application does not cover Endorsement and Claims.

Brokers cannot issue Policy if  the customer is not yet insured (meaning customer does not have  record

yet in the system). 

This application allows to issue more than one policy to a certain customer.

All Motor Insurance Proposal data that are captured thru this module will be examined and approved on-

line by the authorized approver. 

Premium Amount are strictly calculated by the system after insured and car details are  filled-in correctly

in to the system.

Policy  Number  and  Debit  Note  Number  will  be  generated  automatically  upon  Approval  where  policy

number generated will be as per Gulf Union Insurance Company policy numbering.

Approved Insurance proposal shall be integrated into the existing  Motor Underwriting System. 

Printing access for Brokers are restricted only to printing Renewal List of Bahrain Credit Clients, Insurance

Certificate, Policy Schedule (upon Approval of Policy) and Debit Note.
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2.2 Broker Underwriting Module Process Flow
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2.3 Manual Overview

This  manual  provides  information  regarding  the  setup  and  use  of  the  Broker  Underwriting  Module  for

Brokers and Authorized Approvers. Reviewing the manual helps the User of this system to fully understand

the use of  the Broker Underwriting module. Sample  screen shots are  provided  to  fully  visualize  possible

outcome when certain action is being done by the user.

What is covered in the Manual?

The  manual  consists  mainly  of  procedures  that  describe  how  to  perform  various  tasks  featured  in  the

Broker  Underwriting  module.  Currently,  this  application  is  designed  to  be  used  for  Bahrain  Credit.  The

manual  is arranged in  logical  manner  and  contains  topics  that  helps  the  user  become  better  acquainted

with the competency of the module. 

Who Should Use the Manual?

The manual is designed for Broker users and readers who are new to the Broker Underwriting module. The

guide  provides  the  information  necessary  in  making  decisions  on  how  to  use  the  Broker  Underwriting

module in order to get the most from the said application.
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How to Use the Manual

Read the appropriate section of the manual before  proceeding with any Data entry operation. The manual

contains a Table of Contents with logically organized topics to aid the user in locating to a specific subject

matter. 

Using Links

Click a link,  indicated in blue text in each documents, to move to a particular section or page. The

so called link pointer appears when you move the pointer over  the  link.  When  you  click  the

link, the page will jump into the section in whichever topic you have selected.

Using Bookmarks

You  can  also  use  Bookmarks,  usually  found  in  the  left  pane  of  the  page,  to  move  through  a

document. All topics together with its subtopics are displayed on this pane.

Finding Specific Information

To locate specific text, use Index or Search Tab located on the Bookmarks side of the online help. 
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2.4 Documentation Conventions

The  following  conventions  are  used  throughout  this  documentation  to  help  you  quickly  determine  the

difference of procedures, menu selections, keystroke combinations and button names:

1. The menu options that you choose,  tabs and buttons that you click,  fields where you type,  and  check

boxes  and  radio  buttons  that  you  select  appears  in  Special  Bold  text.   A  vertical  bar  (|)  appears

between individual options where series of menu selection is indicated.

Choose Save | Cancel button to save or cancel entries made.

Select Show Policy | Add Policy option from the drop down Menu

Tick [v] to select the Table row displayed on the screen.

2. Commands are printed in white text such as Click   and field options appear as normal text.

Click  Save to close a screen

3. Notes are identified with the word Note  and a symbol  to distinguish it from a body text.

Note: 
Password length should be eight characters or more.

4. Descriptions are identified with the word Description and a symbol  to distinguish it from a body
text.

Description: 
Bank field refers to the name of the bank where the car is loaned.
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5. Examples are identified with the word Example to differentiate it from notes and body text.

Example: Type Policy number and Press Button Go

6. The use of the word ‘previous screen’,  where previous screen means whatever is the previous screen

of the application before another action has been taken by the user

7. The symbol (*) asterisk may appear sometime in any field from the system, this only means that those

fields with the asterisk sign  (*)  is  a  required  or  mandatory  field  that  you  have  to  enter.  The  system

cannot proceed with any of these fields missing.
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2.5 Hints and Tips

This section includes helpful hints and tips regarding the general use of the Broker Underwriting module.

  NAVIGATING BROKER UNDERWRITING
MODULE

   USING MODULE MENU

   NAVIGATING DATA ENTRY SCREENS

19
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25
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2.5.1 Navigating Broker Underwriting Module

When you’ve successfully logged on to the Broker Underwriting module, the module  displays the default

start screen of the module which is the Show Policy module  that contains the main menu used to perform

various tasks. 

There  are  three  command  buttons  available  in  the  web  page  and  is  present  in  all  pages  of  the  system

found in the upper right most, namely Select language, Sign – in or Sign – out and Print page:

Select Language

This button is used to select a language that  will  be  used  in  the  system.  User  may  only  click  this  button

once he/she is already signed in from the system.

Sign – in

This button is used to sign in to the Broker Underwriting Module  application.  This  is  normally  present  in

the Log in page of the system. User may click from the Sign-  in link or from the arrow button found beside

it.
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Sign-out

Once the user is already signed in, the sign in button will be changed to sign out automatically.  This button

is used to sign  out  from  the  system.  User  can  either  click  on  the  sign  in  link  or  the  arrow  button  found

beside the link.

Print Page

This is used to print the current page in the system.
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2.5.2 Using Module Menu

Broker Underwriting Module is a very simple  module  which contains only three options for Broker user in

its main menu namely, Policy, Customers, Reports. 

To display and open the menu list of associated screens:

1. Point the mouse pointer to the desired menu.  The submenu displays. Select the desired submenu. Each

menu contains a list of associated submenu.

2. To print the displayed report, click the printer icon from the tool bar of the Crystal Report window or PDF

window. 

Note: 
The printout is either in PDF or Crystal format.
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To Hide Filters:

Note: 
Sample modules where Hide icon is found: Policy | Show policy and Customers | Show Customers table

row screen. This is used when users wants to hide filters layer by layer such as search layer, tool bar

layer and grid layer.

The following are procedures on how to hide filters in each corresponding screens:

1. On the Policy table  row screen, click  the  Hide  icon  to  conceal  the  filter  that  you  want  to  hide.  To

return the filters hidden, just click the icon itself until the desired filter is returned. 

Note: 
Use this step when want to hide fi lters for all  pages where this icon is available.
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To Collapse Sections:

Note: 
Sample modules where Collapse icon is found on Add Policy, Edit Policy, Add Customer, Edit Customer

submenu and Reports menu. This icon is used when user wants to collapse (minus sign )  or expand

(plus sign )  the whole panel.

 

The following are procedures on how to collapse panel in each corresponding page:

1. On the Add Policy screen, click the  minus sign found beside the Add  Policy  name  to  collapse  the

panel. The panel will be collapsed and the minus sign changes to plus sign. See sample of  collapsed

panel .  To expand it, click the plus sign. See sample of expanded panel .

Collapsed Section

23 24
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Expanded Section

Note: 
Use this step when want to collapse panels for all  pages where this icon is available.
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2.5.3 Navigating Data Entry Screens

Use the mouse, keyboard or the toolbar to move around data entry screen. The method  used  may  differ

depending on whether table row view (grid) or record view (form) is displayed.     

     How to navigate in record (form) view:

     How to navigate arrows in table view:
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     How to Navigate icons in table:

  Reset 

1. Click the reset icon from the tool bar to reset the filters, search controls, and column sorting to
its default state. 

Note: 
When the no. of items /page or page number text box is altered or changed, upon clicking the reset
icon, the number of records displayed is sti l l  according to the no. of items being inputted in the
no. items/page text box or page number text box. However, when user clicks directly the Show
Customers submenu or Show Policy submenu, the page will  be reset back into default value of
fi lters under these pages.
Most often this icon is used when need to a search all  over again, or when need to view old
records. Refer to ‘To clear search and start over again'  in Search Customer record or ‘To clear
search and start over again'  in Search Policy record section to know more on how to use this
icon.

  Refresh 

1. Click the refresh  icon from the tool bar to refresh or reload data in the table.

Note: 
Any new details added or edited by other user can be seen in the table simultaneously by other user
once the refresh icon is cl icked at that time. 

   Add record

1. To add a new customer record,  Click the   Add icon found  in  the  Customer  Table  tool  bar  ,  Add

Customer form will  be  displayed.  To  know  more  on  adding  a  customer  record,  refer  to  ‘Add

Customer Record'  in Setting up Customer section.

2. To add an insurance policy, Click the Add  icon found in the Policy Table   tool  bar ,  to display the

Add Policy form. To know more on adding an insurance policy,  refer to  ‘Add  Insurance  Policy'

 in Entering Insurance Policy section.

51
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   Edit record

To initiate editing of policy or customer records in a grid: 

1 Click the Edit Icon found beside the desired record to display the edit form of the record. 

Note: 
For Policy, only Policies with status In Process can be edited by Broker.

Show Record

To initiate viewing of Policy or Customer records from the grid: 

1. Click  the  Show  record  Icon  of  the  desired  record  within  the  row  of  the  grid  to  display  the

selected Show Record in the grid.

Refer to 'Show Customer Record'  or 'Show Insurance Policy'  section for more information on

how to use this icon.

   Delete record 

1. Click the  delete  Icon of  the desired  record  within  the  row  of  the  grid  to  delete  the  selected
customer record. 

Note: 
A message dialog box wil l  pop up after clicking the delete icon to confirm deletion of the record.
Deletion of Policy is only allowed if Policy is sti l l  In Process.
Deletion of Customer record is only allowed if the record is not being used as referenced by other
records, meaning no policy is yet issued for that customer.

  Renew policy

2. Click the renew button of the desired record within the row of the grid to renew the policy.

65 134
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Note: 
This button will  only show when a policy is for renewal.

Note: 
To enter/edit/delete/view customer data or to add/edit/delete insurance policy, see “Setting - Up Customer
Accounts”  and “Entering Insurance Policy”  respectively.37 92
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3 Starting up the module

Note: 
To start the system, it is assumed that you are an authorized user and have a valid user id and password
for this module where the users are assigned to the broker name where they belong. 
Broker user can only View/Edit/Add/Approve customer and policy records under their own account,
depending on what roles are approved and given to them. 

 If  you are  not or you do not have  a  valid  user  id  and  password,  consult  your  Motor  Department  of  Gulf

Union Insurance.

The creation of user and view privileges are given only to the authorized IT Staff. For queries on the names

of authorized IT Staff, consult it with the Group IT Manager.

Click the Internet Explorer (IE) Icon from your desktop screen or Click Start from the Windows task

bar  to  display  Windows  menu  and  Choose  Programs|Internet  Explorer  to  display  the  default

website screen of your internet browser. Type the URL of  the Broker Underwriting module  on the

website address of your screen as shown in Figure 1.

Example:  Type http://webtest/Broker/Security/SignIn.aspx

Figure 1: Sample web site screen. 

http://webtest/Broker/Security/SignIn.aspx
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The Login screen of the Broker Underwriting module will be displayed as shown in Figure 1-A.

Figure 1-A: Login Screen

 Related Topics:

Logging in to the System

Logging out to the System

33
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3.1 Logging In to the System

Enter your valid user id and password.  

Note: 
User Id accepts up to 30 alphanumeric characters in length. 
Password should be equal or greater than eight (8) characters in length. This field is case sensitive. 
Assigning  of  user  id  and  password  is  only  done  by  the  System  Administrator,  if  need  an  access  to  the
system consult your System Administrator.

Example: 
If your password is  Bahrain and you inputted bahrain instead, the password will  be invalid and an error
message will  pop up.
On the other  hand, the user  id is  not a  case  sensitive  field.  Whether  you  inputted  the  user  Id  in  Capital
letter  or  small  letter  or  combination  of  both,  for  as  long  as  the  password  is  valid  and  the  User  Id  is
existing; you will  be signed into the system.
User  may  be  locked  in  their  account  if  they  attempt  to  log  in  with  wrong  password  3  times.  For  more
queries, consult your System Administrator (SA). 

Click  OK  button  to  go  to  the  main  page  of  the  application  or  Cancel  button  to  abort  or  to  clear  the

inputted password and user id.

When OK button is clicked, the start screen form of the Broker Underwriting module  will  be  displayed and

user name is displayed at the upper right most of  the page as shown in Figure  2  below. Otherwise, the

log-in screen stays open and will merely clear out the filters for User Name and Password.  

Figure 2: Policy Table row (Module Main Screen where no record is submitted on the current date)

33
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3.2 Logging Out to the System

Click Sign Out found at the upper right most of the page in Figure 2 .

Click    Ok    button to completely log out from the application as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Sign –out window screen

Note: 
The screen will  go back to the log in screen after clicking the OK button. User must completely log out from the
system for security purposes.

33
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4 Setting- Up Customer Account

Overview

The  Setting-Up  Customer  Accounts  section  provides  information  and  procedures  for  Broker  Users  on

inputting  facts  and  establishing  customer  account  history  and  master  files  and  also  for  maintaining  and

editing of  existing customer accounts information.  This  is  basically  the  first  step  before  issuing  a  policy.

Customer must be an existing customer, meaning it must registered in the system before  a policy can  be

issued  to  them.  If  Customer  is  a  new  customer  for  the  Broker,  but  is  existing  Customer  of  Gulf  Union

Insurance, system will not allow to proceed, hence, broker needs to Contact Motor Department Manager.

These basic tasks include: 

Add Customers Record -  use  this  link  to  redirect  to  Add  Customer  Record  section,  when
adding new customer record in the system.

Edit Customers Record -  use  this  link  to  redirect  to  Edit  Customer  Record  section,  when
editing existing customer record.

Show Customers Record -  use  this link to  redirect  to  Show  Customer  Record  section,  when

navigating the Show Record page of a particular customer.

Delete Customers Record - use  this link to redirect to Delete  Customer Record section, when
deleting a record from the system.

Before you Begin

Prepare all necessary documents needed for the data entry.

Note: 
For security purposes, some screen requires the user to re-enter user id and password.

52

60
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4.1 Customer Module Menu

Figure 4: Customer table row screen

Under the Customers module  menu, the submenu associated to this is the Show Customers which directs

user to the Customer Table. 
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Customers module  let the user to Add/View/Modify/Delete  Customer  records.  The  Customer  (CPR/CR)

and Customer Name text box  fields are empty by default. Broker field is disabled and is set to whichever

broker account the user belongs to, meaning all  customers available  in the table  are  all  from that broker

clients only. The system automatically displays the name of  Broker where the user belongs.  By default,

the numbers of items per page that can be displayed in this module  are  set to 10 items or records in the

table and the screen is set to first page.  The records are  sorted by Customer (CPR/CR) in ascending order

regardless whether the record was newly created or not.  The broker user has to search  from the search

panels whenever they need to view or edit a specific customer record.  

Refer to ‘To search Customer record’  section when doing the search. 46
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Defining Search Engine Fields (Customer Table)

Note: 
Broker user can only view/Edit/Add customer records under his account. For example, if a user is from
Bahrain Credit, he/she can only view/edit/add customer records under Bahrain Credit. 

Figure 5: Search Engine field in Customer table row screen

Customer (CPR/CR)

This field is used to search customer record according to customer's cpr or cr number  registered  in

the system.

Note: 
this field accepts search by entering whole or partial digits of customer's cpr/cr.
this field reads inputted value from left to right, meaning it allows search even if inputted value is
only its first few digits

Customer Name

This  field  is   used  to  search  customer  record  according  to  the  customer's  name  registered  in  the

system.

Note: 
this field accepts search by entering whole or first few letters from the customer's name
this field reads inputted value from left to right, meaning it allows search even if inputted value is
only the first few letters of customer's name
this field is not a case sensitive field such that it accepts even if inputted letters are in capital and/
or small letters, as long as it is existing
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Broker

This field is used to search for a customer record according to the name  of  the  broker.  By  default,

this  field  is  disabled  and  the  corresponding  Broker  name  where  the  logged  in  user  belongs  is

displayed when user is a Broker. Currently,  this field is set to Bahrain Credit and is disabled  for  all

users.

Go button (available in the search panel)

This field is used to execute search done using the search engine fields. 
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Defining Icons, Buttons and text boxes in the tool bar (Customer Table)

Figure 6: Customer Table tool bar

Add

This icon is used to add new customer record. This icon links to associated Add Record page.

Refresh  

This icon is used to refresh (reload) the data displayed in the table.

Reset 

This  icon  is  used  to  reset  the  filters,  search  controls  and  column  sorting  to  their  original  states
(default states). 

Text box 1

This is used to input the page number of the records to display in the grid.

Text box 2

This is used to input the number of items or records to display in the grid.

Go Button

This  button  is  used  to  execute  search  in  the  tool  bar  (like  manually  inputting  page  number  or

number items in the text box found in the tool  bar).  This button can also be used as another option

to execute search done in the search panel.
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Other icons available in table:

Show icon

This icon is used to display a selected customer record. This icon links to associated Show Record
page.

Edit

This icon is used to edit an existing customer record. This icon links to associated Edit Record page.

Delete

This  icon  is  used  to  delete  a  customer  record.  When  a  customer  record   already  has  a  created

insurance  policy  regardless  of  its  status,  the  customer  record  could  no  longer  be  deleted.  Only

records that are not yet used as referenced by a policy record can be deleted.

Note: 
Refer  to ‘Navigating Data  Entry Screen’  section for  the general  use of the arrows  and  icons  found  in  the
tool bar. 

25
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Defining field columns in the table (Customer Table)

Note: 
Records displayed on a grid form (table row) can be sorted based on any field within the row that has  a
field label  underlined. Just point the mouse  pointer  to  the  desired  field  label  and  click  the  mouse.  The
sorting of records from these fields is either in ascending or descending manner.

x

The encircled objects are the field names found in the grid:

Figure 7: Customer Table

Customer (CPR/CR)

This field displays the CPR or CR number of  the insured customer. Records displayed on the table

are sorted according to customer (cpr/cr)   to either ascending or descending order when this field

name is ticked.

Customer Name

This field displays the Customer name of the insured customer. Records displayed on the table  are

sorted according to customer name  to either ascending or descending order when this field name

is ticked.
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Address

This  field  displays  the  Address  of  the  customer.  Records  displayed  on  the  table  are  sorted

according to address  to either ascending or descending order when this field name is ticked.

Telephone

This field displays the telephone number either residential or company where the customer works.

Records  displayed  on  the  table  are  sorted  according  to  telephone   to  either  ascending  or

descending order when this field name is ticked.

Fax 

This  field  displays  the  Fax  number  of  the  customer  if  given.  Records  displayed  on  the  table  are

sorted according to fax  to either ascending or descending order when this field name is ticked.

Mobile Number

This field displays the mobile number of the customer if  given. Records displayed on the table  are

sorted according to mobile  to either ascending or descending order when this field name is ticked.

Email

This field displays the email  address  of  the  customer.  Records  displayed  on  the  table  are  sorted

according to email address  to either ascending or descending order when this field name is ticked.
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4.1.1 Search Customer Record

 Before  creating  a  customer  record,  user  may  search,  if  the  customer  is  already  insured,  when  trying  to

edit/modify or view some of  its  information.  Use  the  search  engine  fields  found  in  Customer  table  row

screen  to  check  or  search  for  a  customer  record.  For  queries  on  Customer  table  default  state,  refer  to

'Customer Module Menu'  section.

To Search for Customer Record

  

To  search  for  a  customer  record,  user  must  be  in  the  Customer  table.   Choose  Customers  |  Show

Customers, the Customer Table row screen displays.  

Refer to ‘Customer Module Menu’  section for more information regarding this module.

Brokers can do any of the following searches in the search engine fields when searching for the
customer record:

Note: 
Records will  be displayed in the table according to the matched search criteria. 
Broker field is disabled and is set to Bahrain Credit.

1. Enter the customer's CPR or CR number in the Customer (CPR/CR) text box field then click any of  the

encircled Go buttons (refer to figure below) or press the Enter key in your keyboard to execute  the

search.

Note: 
Customer  (CPR/CR)  text  box  field  (accepts  up  to  the  last  digit)  reads  data  from  left  to  right,
therefore, user can also enter search strings (l ike entering only few digits of the cpr/cr  number) and
all  records that match the search string will  be l isted in the table.
This field accepts only customer (cpr/cr) number.
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Figure 8: Customer table row screen

2.  Enter the customer's name in the Customer Name  text box field then click any of  the  encircled  Go

buttons (figure above) or press the Enter key in your keyboard to execute the search. 

Note: 
Customer  Name  text box  field reads  data  from left to right,  therefore,  user  can  also  enter  search
strings  (l ike entering only the first  letter  of  the  customer's  name)  and  all  records  that  match  the
search string will  be l isted in the table.
This  field  accepts  only  customer  name  and  is  not  a  case  sensitive  field.  Regardless  whether  the
customer's name was  in capital  or  small  letters, records  will  be displayed as  long as  it match the
search string.

Another option to search records will be using a combination of search between Customer (CPR/CR)  and

 Customer Name. To perform a combination of search:

Note: 
The system is actually taking an AND logic such that if there is any mismatched criteria on the search
string, no record will  be displayed.
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1. In the Customer (CPR/CR) text box field, type in the search key. 

2. In the Customer Name tex box field, type in your search key

3. Click any of the encircled Go buttons in Figure 8  to execute the search. The search results matching

the search string (s) will be displayed in the table, otherwise, no record is displayed.

Search can also be done by using the arrows found in the tool bar to locate to the specific record you are

searching. The following are procedures on how to search record using the arrows found in the tool bar:

Note: 
To execute any manual input in the tool bar, use the GO button in the tool bar itself.

a. Click the left or right arrow (single) to go to next or previous group of records.

b. Click the left or right arrow (double) to go to 1st or last group of records.

c. Click Up and Down arrow to locate to the page number; Or Type manually the page number in the text

box 1 encircled in Figure 9 then Click Go button from the tool  bar or press  Enter  from  your

keyboard  to execute the search.
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Figure 9: Customer table

Note: 
User need to click the Go button in the tool bar and not from the panel as this is the execute button for any
queries made using the tool bar.

d.  Click  Up and Down arrow  to increase or decrease the number of  items per page to be displayed in

the table; or Type manually the number of  items that will  be  displayed per page in the table  in  the

text box 2  encircled in Figure  10  then Click Go button from the tool  bar  or press Enter from your

keyboard  to execute the search.
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Figure 10: Customer table 

Note: 
User need to click the Go button in the tool bar and not from the panel as this is the execute button for any
queries made using the tool bar.
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To clear the search and start over again:

To clear the search fields and start the search over again, user may do any of the following:

1. Click in the field and  use  BACKSPACE  or  DELETE  from  your  keyboard  to  delete  the  contents  of  the
field and enter a new value to search.

2. Click reset icon found in the tool bar. Filters, search controls and column sorting will reset to its
default state. 

Note: 
When the no. of items /page or page number text box is altered or changed, upon clicking the reset,
the number of records displayed is sti l l  according to the no. of items being inputted in the no. items/
page text box or page number text box. However, when user clicks directly the Show Customers
submenu, the page will  be reset into the default value of fi lters under this page.

3. Directly Click the Customer menu, it will  go back to the main screen of  the Show Customer  module

where the first 10 existing records are displayed. 

4. Point the mouse pointer to Customer menu then Click on the Show  Customers  submenu;  it  will  go

back  to  the  main  screen  of  the  Show  Customer  module  where  the  first  10  existing  records  are

displayed. 
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4.1.2 Add Customer Record

The Add Customers module allows the user to add a record for a new customer. 

Note: 
The customer should have a record from the system first before a policy can be created. So basically, this
is the first step that a Broker should do, in case customer is new and does not have record from the system
yet.
If the customer is new to the broker but is existing customer of GU, system will  not allow to register this
Customer. Broker needs to contact the Motor Department Manager.
See TAB A  for Customer Required (Mandatory) fields. 

To Add Customer Record:

a.   First,  user  must  be  in  the  Customer  module  to  be  able  to  create  a  customer  record.  To  be  in

Customer  module,   Choose  Customer  |  Show  Customers,  the  Customers  table  is  displayed  as

shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Initiate add record

b. Click the Add icon found in the tool bar (see encircled object in Figure 11 ) of the Customer table

. The Add Customers module will be displayed as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Add Customers Screen form

Note: 
Duplicate CPR/CR  numbers  is  not  allowed  by  the  system.  An  error  message  will  pop  up  when  inputted

values are duplicated.

To Key in Customer's Information:

1. By default, Customer type field is set to set to 'Individual' type of customer and is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the type of customer. 

2. Type in the customer’s CPR/CR number in the Customer (CPR/CR) text box field.

Description: 
This field refers to the valid  (CPR/CR) number of the customer.

Note: 
This field does not accept duplicate cpr/cr number.
it accepts 2 as its minimum character length and 15 as its maximum character length.
accepts letters and whole numbers only
accepts dash only when it is in between of letters and/or numbers
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space is not allowed
this field is disabled in Edit Page.

3. Type the customer’s full name in the Customer Name text box field.

Description: 
This field refers to the full  name of the customer (first name and last name). 

Note: 
Upon clicking the next data entry field, the inputted customer name will  automatically be
displayed also in the Contact person field.
the field accepts alphabetic characters only regardless whether is its small, capital or
combination of both.
this field accepts up to 50 character length.
accepts space, dots or comma only when it is place in between or the end of the value,
otherwise, error message will  pop up
this field is disabled in Edit Page when a policy is already created for that customer, otherwise,
it is sti l l  enabled.

4. Type the PO Box number in the PO Box  text box field. 

Description: 
This field refers to Post Office Box number of the customer. 

Note: 
accepts numeric (whole number) characters only
accepts 1 as its minimum character length and 10 as its maximum character length
space is not allowed

5. Type  the  customer’s  address  in  the  customer  address  field.  User  may  continue  to  write  the

address in the next line if first address line is not enough.

Description: 
This field refers to the full  permanent address of an individual customer (l ike residential  address)
or full  company address where he/she works.

Note: 
This field is a free text field and accepts alphanumeric character. 
accepts 1 as its minimum character length and 40 as its maximum character length per l ine.
the first l ine is mandatory
User may include the Flat/House number, BLDG name, block number, Street/Road number and
City if given.   

6. Select the country from the Country drop-down list. 
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Description: 
This field refers to the name of the country where the customer resides or work.

Note: 
By default, the displayed country in this drop down list is Bahrain.

7. Type the name of the contact person in the Contact Person field if given. 

Description: 
This field refers to the either  customer  itself or  the person who is  designated to give information
or representative of the customer

Note: 
This field is free text, editable and displays  Customer  name by default. This  field accepts  up to
40 character length.
User may change this in case there is any other contact person provided by the customer.
this field accepts alphabetic characters only regardless whether it is in small, capital  letters  or
combination of both
accepts  dot,  space  or  comma  only  when  it  is  place  in  between  or  at  the  end  of  the  value,
otherwise, error message pops up

 
8. Type the customer’s designation in the Designation field, if given.

Description: 
This  field refers to individual’s job title or name of his/her job.  

Note: 
this field accepts alphabetic characters only
accepts up to 30 character length
accepts  space (one space) only when it is  placed in between values, otherwise, error  message
pops up

9. Type the customer’s Telephone number in the Telephone  text box field.

Description: 
This field refers to the residence phone number or company phone number of the customer.

Note: 
accepts 8 as its minimum length and 15 as its maximum length
accepts numeric characters (whole numbers) only
space and non numeric characters are not allowed

10. Type the customer’s Fax number in the Fax  text box field, if given.

Description: 
This field refers to the Fax number of the customer if there’s any. 

Note: 
accepts 8 as its minimum length and 15 as its maximum length
accepts numeric characters (whole numbers) only
space and non numeric characters are not allowed
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11. Type the customer’s Mobile phone number in the Mobile  text box field, if given.

Description: 
This field refers to the mobile phone number of the customer if there’s any.

Note: 
accepts 8 as its minimum length and 15 as its maximum length
accepts numeric characters (whole numbers) only
space and non numeric characters are not allowed

Note: 
For Telephone number, Mobile number and Fax number, no specific format is being required by the
system since these fields are free text.
Since this application is currently designed for Brokers’ use here in Bahrain, international  code can
be  added  or  not.  For  instances  where  the  customer  number  is  outside  Bahrain,  it  is  but  a
requirement from the Brokers to include the international code.
For cases when need to input the area  code, since the system only accepts  numeric  characters, you
may input 00973 as its area code instead of +973.
For more queries, consult your System Administrator (SA).

12. Type the customer’s Email address in the email address field, if given.

Description: 
This field refers to the E-mail address of the customer, if there is any.

Note: 
Every email address is composed of two parts. The local part comes before the '@' sign, and the
domain part follows it. In "user@example.com", the local part is "user", and the domain part is
"example.com".
The system accepts only letters, numbers, underscore and dot (.)  but it should not begin or  end
with underscore or dot (.) . 
space is not allowed

13. Select the customer’s occupation from the Occupation drop-down list if given.

Description: 
This field refers to the profession that a customer holds if given.

14. Tick to select from the Calendar dialog box the customer’s Birth Day.

Description: 
This field refers to the birthday of the customer. 
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Note: 
Customer’s birthday should be more than or equal to 18 years  old but not more than 100  years
old, otherwise, system will  not accept the inputted birthday. 
The format for this field is dd-mmm-yyyy. If the birth date is manually inputted by the user and
inputted it in different date format, the system will  automatically change this into dd-mmm-
yyyy format upon saving the record.
space is not allowed, automatically system removes it upon saving the record

15. Select The Business Nature from the Business Nature drop-down list if given.

Description: 
This field refers to the nature of the business/company that the customer works or runs.
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To Complete data entries:

To complete the data entry, do any of the following:

1. Click Save button. A confirmation message dialog box will pop up as shown below.

a. Click OK button to confirm saving of Customer record. The data entries are saved and will return
to previous page.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of Customer record. Upon clicking Cancel button, the page
will stay in the Add Customer page.

Note: 
If data entry is successful, upon saving the data, it wil l  return to the previous screen. However, if
there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error encountered will  pop up. 
To check the created customer record, search the customer record from the Search For  field. Refer  to

‘To search Customer Record’  to know more on how to search a record.

2. Click Save and New button. A confirmation message dialog box will pop up.  

a. Click OK button to confirm saving of Customer record. The data entries are saved and will re-
display a blank Add Customer page.
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b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of Customer record. Upon clicking Cancel button, the page
will stay in the Add Customer page.

Note: 
If data entry is successful, upon saving, a blank Add Customer page will  re-display, otherwise, the
page stay and error encountered will  pop up.
To check the created customer record, user may directly click Customer | Show Customer and
search for the customer record created. 
Refer to ‘To search customer record’  section to know more on how to search customer record.

3. Click Cancel button to discard data entries. A confirmation message dialog box will pop up. 

a. Click OK button to confirm cancellation of Customer record. The data entries are discarded and
will return to its previous page.

b. Click Cancel button to discard cancellation of Customer record. Upon clicking Cancel button, the
page will stay in the Add Customer page.

Note: 
When any of the mandatory fields are not fi l led up or invalid value is inputted in the field, upon saving the
data entry field a message dialog box will  pop up indicating the error encountered. 
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4.1.3 Edit Customer Record

The  Edit  Customers  module  allows  the  user  to  edit/modify/update  the  record  of  an  existing  customer.

Broker may update any of the fields, if necessary, even if its Policy has been issued or Approved except for

the Customer (CPR/CR) and Customer Name which is already disabled. Customer Name  field is disabled in

Edit page when there is already a record (policy) being referenced or created to it.

See TAB A  for Customer Required (Mandatory) fields. 

To Edit Customer Record

1. First, user must be in the Customer module to be able  to edit a customer record. To be in Customer

module, Choose Customers| Show Customers. The  Customers Table  is displayed as shown in Figure

13.

2. Search for the customer record that is for modification. Refer to ‘To Search Customer Record’
section when searching for a customer record.

Figure 13: Customers table
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3. Click  the  Edit  icon  found  within  the  row  (left  side  of  the  record  row)  to  be  directed  to  the  Edit

Customer page as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Edit Customer Screen

4.     To modify any of the customer’s information:

Note: 
By default, the Customer (CPR) field and Customer  type  field are disabled and are not editable for

security purposes. 

Customer Name text box field will  be enabled when no record is yet  referenced to it, otherwise, it

will be disabled.

Navigate  to  the  desired  data/field  item  using  the  mouse  pointer  and  type  the  new  value

following  the  procedure  in  “To  key  in  the  customer  information  in  Add  Customer  Record

section” . 53
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Do the same with the other data/field items that needs to be modified or updated.
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To Complete data entries:

To complete the data entry, do any of the following:

1. Click Save button. A confirmation message dialog box will pop up as shown below.

a. Click OK button to confirm saving of Customer record. The data entries are saved and will return
to the previous screen.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of Customer record. Upon clicking Cancel button, the page
will stay in the Edit Customer page.

Note: 
If data entry is successful, upon saving the data, it wil l  return to the previous screen. However, if
there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error encountered will  pop up. 
To check the created customer record, search the customer record from the Search For  field. Refer  to

‘To search Customer Record’  to know more on how to search a record.

2. Click Cancel button to discard data entries. A confirmation message dialog box will pop up. 
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a. Click OK button to confirm cancellation of Customer record. The data entries are discarded and
will return to previous screen.

b. Click Cancel button to discard cancellation of Customer record. Upon clicking Cancel button, the
page will stay in the Edit Customer page.

Note: 
When any of the mandatory fields are not fi l led up or invalid value is inputted in the field, upon saving the
data entry field a message dialog box will  pop up indicating the error encountered. 
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4.2 Show Customer Record

The Show Customer record module  allows the  user  to  view  and  also  allow  user  to  be  redirected  to  Edit

page where they can modify some of customer's information, when necessary. 

The following customer's information will be displayed in the Show Customer record page:

Customer Type Address Telephone Occupation
Customer (CPR/
CR)

Country Fax Birthday

Customer Name Contact Person 
Mobile
Number

Broker

PO Box Designation Email
Business
Nature

To View Customer Record:

1. First,  user  must  be  in  the  Customer  Table  module  to  be  able  to  view  customer  record.  To  be  in

Customer module, Choose Customers| Show Customers. The Customers Table is displayed as shown

in Figure 17. 

Figure 17: Customers table
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2. Search for the customer record that you want to view or show. Refer to ‘To Search Customer Record

in Setting-Up Customer’  section when searching for the customer record.

 

Figure18: Customers table  where a search is done

3. Click  the    Show  icon  (magnifying  glass  image  encircled  in  Figure  18 )  to  display  the  Show

Customer record screen of the selected customer as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Show Customer Record screen

4. To Close the Show Customer record page, Click OK button found at the lower part of  the page.  User

will be directed to the previous screen.

OR

5. To go to the Edit page, Click Edit button. User will be directed to the Edit Customer Page. Refer to 'Edit

Customer Record'  section for modification.61
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5 Processing Insurance Transactions

Overview 

After  a  successful  creation  of  customer  record,  the  next  step  for  a  Broker  user  is  to  process  Insurance

Transaction. 

The Processing Insurance Transaction section for Broker Users provides information for entering/ creating

new policy for  insured  costumers,  automatic  calculation  of  premium,  and  printing  necessary  documents

like Policy Schedule  and Insurance Card for APPROVED policies. Debit Note  can be viewed and printed by

corresponding broker.

These basic tasks include the following:

Entering of Insurance data - use this link to redirect to Entering Insurance

Transaction section, when adding, editing and viewing Policy Record.

Automatic computations of premium - use this  link to redirect to Add Insurance Policy  or

Edit Insurance Policy , where computation is being done.

Approve Policy - use this  link to redirect to Approve Policy, if

you are an authorized approver.

Printing of Reports -  use  this  link  to redirect  to  Printing  Reports

section when printing Reports necessary to complete the Insurance Transaction.

Note: 
For security purposes, some screen requires the user to re-enter user id and password.

If broker has no authority to approve policy, upon submission of Policy, this will  be subject For Approval by

the authorized Approver, while Saving Policy simply means  the policy is  sti l l  In  Process  and  Broker  user

can sti l l  be able to modify it.
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If broker is authorized to approve a policy, he can save the policy and proceed with the approval.

To check whether  your  created Policy has  been  approved,  user  can  search  the  Policy  in  the  Show  Policy

Table. Refer to 'Search Insurance Policy'  section for the steps on how to search policy record.85
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5.1 Policy Module Menu

Figure 20: Policy Table (no policy is created yet during the current day)

Under  the  Policy  module  menu,  its  submenu  is  the  Show  Policy   which  directs  user  to  the  Policy  Table

where this is is by default the Start up screen of  the Broker Underwriting module  after a successful  log in

the the application.
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Show Policy Table row module let the user to Add/View/Modify Insurance Policy.   By default,  numbers of

items per page that can be  displayed  in  this  module  are  set  to  10  items  or  records  in  the  table  and  the

screen is set to first page. All  filter field(s)  drop down lists is/are  normally default  to  “All”  while  all  text

box fields are empty except for Car Model field which is set to "All" but is disabled.  Issue date from and to

is likewise  default to current date. In this manner,  all  policy  records  created  and  or  modified  during  the

current date  will  be  displayed automatically in the table.  If  there  are  still  no  policies  created  during  the

current  date,  then,  no  records  are  displayed  in  the  table.  Account  Of  field  is  disabled  and  displays  the

Broker group name where the broker user belongs to. Brokers can only view and access Policy record that

were entered or processed under their account. 

Note: 
By default, the records  in the table are first  sorted based on policy number  in  descending order,  meaning
new approved policy will  always be on top of the table row grid subject to its  cover  type whether  GOLD or
SILVER regardless of its Issue date and time.
Other  records  that  are  not  yet  approved  are  sorted  based  on  Issue  Date  and  time  in  descending  order
regardless of its cover type. 
Broker user can only view/Edit/Add policy records under their own Broker name account. For  example, if  a
user is from Bahrain Credit, he/she can only view/edit/add insurance policy records under Bahrain Credit.
Refer to ‘To search Insurance Policy’  section when doing a search.85
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Defining Search Engine Fields (Policy Table)

Note: 
Broker user can only view/Edit/Add policy records under their own Broker  name account. For  example, if
a  user  is  from Bahrain  Credit,  he/she  can  only  view/edit/add  insurance  policy  records  under  Bahrain
Credit. 

Figure 21: Policy table search engine fields

Policy Number

This field is used to search for a policy record according to policy number, if known. 

Note: 
this field accepts exact or complete policy number only. Record will  be displayed according to the
inputted value.

Issue date From and To

This field is used to search for a policy based on issue date,  if  known. By default,  this field is set to

current date and policy Records created and/or modified  or approved during the current date  will

be the only records displayed in the table.  

Note: 
this field is set to current date by default.
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does not allow when issue date to is less than issue date from, automatically system updates it to
be equal to issue date from
automatically updates to default format dd-mmm-yy, when selected or inputted date is in different
format

Account Of

This field is used to search for a policy record according to name of the broker. This field is disabled

and displays Brokers name by default.

Car Make

This field is used to search policy according to car make. Records will  be  displayed according to the

selected car make.

Note: 
Available l ist of car makers  are vehicles available in Bahrain Credit.

Car Model

This field is used to search policy according to car model.

Note: 
this field is disabled by default
this field will  only be enabled upon selection of Car Make. 
Available l ist of car model will  depend on the selected Car Make.

Plate Number

This  field  is  used  to  search  for  a  policy  record  according  to  the  plate  number  of  the  vehicle,  if

known. 

Note: 
this field accepts exact or complete plate number only. Record will  be displayed according to the
inputted value.

Policy Status

This field is used to search for a policy record according to policy status (In Process,  For  Approval,

On Hold and Approved). By default, this field is set to All.
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Note: 
Records will  be displayed according to the selected policy status.

Is Schedule Printed

This field is used to search for a policy record according to the status of policy schedule if printed or

not. By default, this field is set to All.

Note: 
Records will  be displayed according to the search criteria

Is Card Printed

This field is used to search for a policy record according to the status of policy card if printed or not.

By default, this field is set to All.

Note: 
Records will  be displayed according to the search criteria

Go buttons

This buttons are used to execute a search from the search engine field. 
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Defining Icons/ Buttons and text boxes in tool bar (Policy Table)

Policy table tool bar

Add

This icon is used to add new Policy record. This icon links to associated Add Record page.

Refresh

This icon is used to refresh (reload) the data displayed in the table. 

Reset 

This  icon  is  used  to  reset  the  filters,  search  controls  and  column  sorting  to  their  original  states

(default states). When this icon is clicked,  the  filters will  be  cleared, first 10 policy records will  be

displayed  where  the  records  are  sorted   first  based  on  Policy  number  in  descending  order  and

other records that are not yet approved are  sorted based on  Issue Date  in descending order,  Issue

Date field will be cleared.

Text box 1

This is used to input the page number of the records to display in the grid.

Text box 2

This is used to input the number of items to display in the grid.
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Go Button
This button is used to execute  search from the  tool  bar  (like  manually  inputting  page  number  or

number of items in the text box). This button can also be used as another option to execute  search

done in the search panel.
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Other Icons in Policy Table

Note: 
Edit and Delete Icons are only available in the table row grid when the Policy is  sti l l  In Process and not

yet submitted For Approval.

Edit

This  icon  is  used  to  edit  policy  record  that  is  not  yet  submitted  for  approval.  This  icon  links  to

associated Edit Record page.

Delete

This icon is used to delete a policy record. Brokers can Only delete records that are not yet

submitted for approval.

Show icon

This icon is used to display a selected Policy record. This icon links to associated Record page.

Note: 
For the usage of the arrows found in the tool bar, refer to ‘Navigating Data Entry Screens’  section.25
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Defining Field columns in table row grid (Policy table)

Note: 
Records displayed on a grid form (table row) can be sorted based on any field within the row that has
a field label underlined. Just point the mouse pointer to the desired field label and click the mouse. The
sorting of records from these fields is either in ascending or descending manner.
When sorting  Issue  Date  column,  please  note  that  this  column  can  be  used  only  after  sorting  from
other column, otherwise, there will  be no change in the arrangement of displayed records.

By  default,  the  table  is  set  to  current  date  meaning  all  records  issued  on  the  current  date  will  be

displayed  in  the  table.  Should  there  be  any  records  issued  and  approved  at  that  current  date,  the

records in the grid are first sorted based on policy number in descending order, meaning new approved

policy will  always be on top of  the table  row  grid  subject  to  its  cover  type  whether  GOLD  or  SILVER.

Other records that are not yet approved are sorted based on Issue Date  and Time  in descending order.

The same applies upon clicking the reset button, where old records will be displayed on the table.

Figure 22: Policy Table

Policy Number

This field displays the generated policy number of  Approved Policy and records can  be   sorted  in

descending or ascending order when  clicked.  The generated policy number for all  brokers  of  Gulf

Union Insurance Company will be based on the reserved number set for them.
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Example: 343120090089; where

1st digit = cover type where GOLD is 3 and SILVER is 2

2nd digit = business location where Bahrain is 4

3rd digit = business code where Motor is 31

4th digit = current year

5th digit = sequence number; increments by 1 each time a policy is approved.

Period of Coverage From

This field displays the start date of period of coverage of a policy. Records can be sorted according

to this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Period of Coverage To

This field displays the end date of period of coverage of a policy. Records can be sorted according

to this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Issue Date

This field displays the issue date and time the policy was issued. The time format displayed is in 12

hour format. Records can be sorted according to this field in either descending or ascending order

only after sorting to other fields first.

Customer (insured)

This field displays the customer ID (either CPR or CR) to whom the policy was issued to. Records can

be sorted according to this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Sum (insured) 

This field displays the value of the vehicle. Records can be sorted according to this field in either

descending or ascending order when clicked.
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Car Make

This field displays the name of the maker or brand of the vehicle. Records can be sorted according

to this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Car Model

This field displays the model name of the vehicle. Records can be sorted according to this field in

either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Model (Year)

This field displays the model in year of the vehicle. Records can be sorted according to this field in

either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Chassis Number

This field displays the chassis number of the vehicle. Records can be sorted according to this field

in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Plate Number  

This field displays the plate number of the vehicle. Records can be sorted according to this field in

either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Total Premium 

This field displays the total premium calculated (with the inclusion of other coverage like Personal

Accident, Gulf Assist or Geographic Cover, if applicable).  Records can be sorted according to this

field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Policy Status

This field displays the status of the policy whether In Process, For Approval, On Hold or Approved.
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Records can be sorted according to this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Debit Note Number

This field displays the generated Debit Note number for the Approved policy.  Records can be

sorted according to this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Note: 
The format should be as follow: “MOx/DYYYYXXXXX” 
where MO refers to the type of business (Motor); 
“x” refers to the department where it was issued, for Underwriting = 1;
 “/” is for separation only; “D” refers to Debit Note; 
“YYYY” refers to the four digit of the current year; 
“XXXXX” refers to the sequential number which increments by one (1) each time a policy is
approved.

Is Schedule Printed

This field displays the status of the policy schedule if printed or not.  Records can be sorted

according to this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Is Card Printed

This field displays the status of the policy card if printed or not.  Records can be sorted according to

this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

User Created

This field displays the name of the user who created the policy.  Records can be sorted according to

this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Date Created

This field displays the date the policy was created.  Records can be sorted according to this field in

either descending or ascending order when clicked.
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User Updated

This field displays the name of the current user who updated the policy.  Records can be sorted

according to this field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.

Date Updated

This field displays the latest date the policy was updated.  Records can be sorted according to this

field in either descending or ascending order when clicked.
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5.1.1 Search Insurance Policy

Before  processing Insurance transaction, user may search for the existing insurance  policy  of  the  insured

customer, if  there  is,   when trying to edit/or view  some  of  its  information  or  delete  an  insurance  policy

(only those policy with status of In Process can be deleted by a Broker User). 

Use the search engine fields in the Policy Table page to check or search for an Insurance Policy.  For queries

on Policy Table default state, refer to 'Policy Module Menu'  submenu.

 

To Search Policy Record:

To search for an Insurance Policy, first you must be in the Policy Table.  To go to Policy Table, Choose

Policy | Show Policy, the Policy Table row screen displays. 

Note: 
Records will  be displayed in the table according to the matched search criteria. 
No record(s) will  be displayed in the table when the inputted value in the search engine fields are
invalid or did not meet the search criteria.
Account of field is disabled and set to the corresponding Broker account to GU.

If the record you are trying to search is an old record, meaning it was issued later than the current date,

user needs to click rest button so the Issue date field will be cleared. 
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1.  To view previous or old records in the table, Click reset icon found in the tool  bar,  the 1st 10 records

will be displayed in the grid.

Note: 
to be able to clear Issue Date fields in the Policy Table, user needs to click Reset button.

Figure 23: Sample Policy table after clicking reset button

Broker  can do any of the following or a combination together with the other fields  in  the  search

engine fields when searching for the Insurance policy record:

2. Enter  policy number of the Policy that you are searching in the Policy Number text box field then click

any  of  the  encircle  Go  buttons  as  shown  in  Figure  24  below  or  simply  press  Enter  from  your87
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keyboard.

Note: 
This field accepts complete policy number only.

Figure 24: Policy table upon searching a policy number

3. Tick from the Issue date field the coverage of issue date  that you want to search then click any of  the

Go buttons encircled in Figure 24  to execute the search.

Note: 
by default set to current date
issue date to field automatically populated upon selection of issue date from
issue date to should not be less than issue date from, if so, system automatically updates issue
date to equal to issue date from
automatically updates to default format (dd-mmm-yy) when inputted/selected date is in different
format

4. Select Car Make from the Car Make drop down field. Records will  be  displayed in the table  according

to the selected car make. 

5. Select Car Model from the Car Model drop down field. 
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Note: 
this field is disabled and set to All  by default
will  only be enabled after selection of Car Make.
available l ist in this field will  depend on the selected Car Make
Records will  be displayed in the table according to the selected car make and car model

6. Enter a Plate  Number from the Plate Number text box then Click  any  of  the  Go  button  encircled  in

Figure 24    or simply press Enter from your keyboard to execute the search.

Note: 
system displays record in the table only when inputted Plate Number is complete and valid.

7. Select Insurance policy according to policy status; All, In Process, For Approval, On Hold and Approved

from the Policy Status drop down list.

POLICY STATUS DESCRIPTION

In Process displays all  Policy records not yet submitted For Approval in the grid. 
Brokers can sti l l  edit Policy record under this status.

For Approval displays all  records submitted For Approval. 
Once  a  record  has  already  been  submitted,  Brokers  are  no  longer
allowed to edit this record.

On Hold displays all  records that are on hold.
Brokers can only view records under this status.

Approved displays all  Approved records in the grid. 
Brokers can only view and print records under this status.

All displays  all  records  in  the  grid  regardless  of  its  status.  Records  are
basically displayed first by Policy Number in  descending order  subject
to its Cover type, then other records not yet approved are sorted based
on Issue Date and time in descending order.

Note: 
Upon selection of policy status, the application automatically displays all  Insurance Policy Record in the
table under the selected status.

8. Select a policy according to schedule printed status; All, Yes, No from the Is Schedule Printed drop
down list field.

Note: 
Upon selection, the application automatically displays all  Insurance Policy Record in grid under the
selected status.

9. Select a policy according to card printed status; All, Yes, No from the Is Card printed drop down list
field.
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Note: 
Upon selection, the application automatically displays all  Insurance Policy Record in grid under the
selected status.

Another option to search records will  be  using a combination of  search from the different search fields

available in the search panel. Records will be displayed according to the matched search criteria. 

Note: 
The system is actually taking an AND logic such that any mismatched criteria on the search string, no
record will  be displayed.

Search can also be done  by  searching  from  the  records  displayed  in  grid  form  using  following  arrows

found in the tool bar to locate to the specific record you are searching:

a. Click the left and right arrow (single) from the toolbar to go to next or previous group of
records.

b. Click the left and right arrow (double) from the toolbar to go to 1st or last group of records.

c. ClickUp  and  Down  arrow  to  go  to  a  certain  page  of  records  or  manually  enter  the  page

number in the text box 1 encircled in Figure 25 then Click Go button found in the tool  bar or

press Enter from your keyboard  to execute the search.

Note: 
User need to click the Go button in the tool bar and not from the panel as this is the execute
button for any queries made using the tool bar.
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Figure 25: Policy Table

d. Click     Up  and  Down  arrow    to  increase  or  decrease  the  number  of  items  per  page  or

manually input the number of items you want to be displayed in the text box 2 encircled in

Figure  26   then Click Go button found in the tool  bar or press Enter from your  keyboard

 to execute the search.

Figure 26: Policy Table

Note: 
User need to click the Go button in the tool bar and not from the panel as this is the execute
button for any queries made using the tool bar.
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To clear search and start search over again:

To clear the search fields and start the search over again, user may do any of the following:

a. Click in the field and use BACKSPACE or DELETE of your keyboard to delete the contents of the
field and enter a new value to search.

b. Click the reset icon found in the tool bar. Filters, search controls and column sorting will reset
to its default state

Note: 
When the no. of items /page or page number text box is altered or changed, upon clicking the
reset icon, the number of records displayed is sti l l  according to the no. of items being inputted
in the no. items/page text box or page number text box. 
However, when user clicks directly the Show Policy submenu, the page will  go back into the
default value of fi lters under these pages. 
Refer to ‘Policy Module Menu’  for default values.

c. Directly Click the Policy menu, it will go back to the start screen of the Show Policy  module

where Issue Date field is set by default to current date. 

d. Point the mouse pointer to Policy menu then Click on the Show Policy submenu; it will  go back

to  the  start  screen  of  the  Show       Policy  module  where  Issue  Date  field  is  set  by  default  to

current date.
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5.2 Entering Insurance Policy

By  default,  the  Policy  Table  is  the  Start  screen  of  the  Broker  Underwriting  module.  This  application  is

basically  for  issuance  of  New/Fresh  or  Renew  policies  for  new  or  existing  Insured  Customers  of  the

corresponding broker. Brokers are  only allowed to  issue  /  renew   policy  for  Gold  and  Silver  coverage.  It

does not allow them to issue policy for Third Party (Bronze or Bronze+). Currently,  the system does not do

Claims  as  well  as  this  is  only  an  underwriting  application.   For  more  queries,  consult  your  System

Administrator (SA).

Note: 
After a successful login by the user, the system displays the Policy Table. 

Figure 27: Module Start Screen (when no record is yet saved on that current date)

 Related Topic Links:

Add Insurance Policy

Edit Insurance Policy

Show Insurance Policy Record

Delete Insurance Policy

Renew Policy
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5.2.1 Add Insurance Policy

The Add Policy module  allows user  to  add  Policy  for  a  customer  (insured).  In  the  event  that  an  existing

customer wants to apply insurance for his  other  vehicle,  the  user  may  simply  add  new  policy  under  the

same customer insured id.

If  the  customer  does  not  exist  in  the  system  and  system  does  not  allow  to  register,  kindly  contact  the

Motor Uwr Manager.

To Add New Insurance Policy:

Refer to TAB B  for Insurance Policy Data Fields (Mandatory/Required).

To go to the Add Policy module, the user must first do the following steps:

Choose Policy| Show Policy from the menu. 

Click the  Add Icon found in the tool  bar  of  the  Policy  Table.  The  Add  Policy  record  screen  will  be

displayed as shown in Figure 28-A  and Figure 28-B .

193
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Figure 28-A: Add Policy Screen (First Part)

Figure 28-B: Add Policy Screen (Second Part)

To Key in Policy Information:
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Note: 
Policy Number   text box  field is  disabled; the system will  automatically generate the policy  number

after the policy has been APPROVED.

Generated Policy Number wil l  follow the policy number format of Gulf Union.

1. Policy Type is set to Individual by default and is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the type of policy. Currently, system covers  Individual type of Policy.

2. Select the Cover from the Cover drop-down list. 

 See Tab B  for mandatory fields for each insurance type of cover. 

Description: 
This field refers to the type of coverage whether GOLD or SILVER. 

Note: 
System does not cover Third party l ike Bronze and Bronze +.

3. Select the ‘Period Coverage From’ date field from Date Picker dialog box.

Description: 
This field refers to the start date of period of coverage of the policy.

Note: 
By default, the current date is displayed in this field, which is editable for the user. 
The period of coverage from can be greater than or equal the Issue Date only. 
The format for this field is dd-mmm-yy. If user input other format for as long as it is a valid
period of coverage, the system will  automatically convert it to its default format.
if inputted date is with space, system automatically updates this to its default format (dd-mm-yy
)
If user inputted any other value which is not a valid date, system automatically update this to
current date.

4. The ‘Period Coverage To’ date field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the end date of the period of coverage or the date the coverage expires. 

Note: 
The maximum period of coverage given is only up to 1 year where it is fixed to the end of the
month regardless of the day of the month the period of coverage begins. 
This field is disabled
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The default format for this field is dd-mmm-yy.  
If the Period of Coverage From is modified to more than the current date, than this field will
automatically adjust such that the period of coverage is up to 1 year (set by default to the end of
the month).

5. Issue Date and Time Issued fields are disabled by default.

Description: 
These fields refer to the system date and time the policy was issued. 

Note: 
By default, the current system date and time is displayed in these fields upon opening the  Add
Policy page.
Users are not allowed to modify or edit this field. The format for Issue date is dd-mmm-yy while
time format is in hh:mm:ss AM/PM.
These fields are automatically updated according to the date and time it was saved or submitted.

6. Select the Customer (Insured)  from the Customer Find link, the Customer find dialog box will  be

displayed as shown in  figure  below.  This  allows  the  User  to  search  for  Customer  ID  and  Customer

name. 

Description: 
This field refers to the Customer ID and Customer name of the insured customer. 

Note: 
Customer must be insured before the user can create the policy. 
If the customer does not have a record yet in the system, user must create first the customer
record before proceeding to policy creation. To create Customer record, refer to 'Add Customer'

 section.
cannot calculate/re-calculate premium, save or submit policy if no customer id is given
available l ist of customers are all  bahrain credit cl ients

To use the customer search dialog box:

a. Input  the  Customer  ID  or  Customer  name,  if  known,  from  the  Search  For  text  box.  Then

Click any of the encircled Go button to execute the search. 
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Customer Find l ink dialog box

b. User may also search by navigating the arrows found  in  the  tool  bar.  Refer  to  ‘Navigating

Data Entry screen’  section for more information on these arrows.

c. Click Select link to put the customer name and customer id in the Add Policy form. 

Note: 
To do the search again, user may simply delete the inputted value in the Search For text box field
and click any of the encircled GO button to reset back the page and displays all  records.
Upon clicking the Select l ink, the Customer Find Link page will  be closed.

7. Account of field is disabled and is set to Bahrain Credit.

Description: 
This field refers to the name of the Broker where the user belongs and is disabled. 
Automatically, the broker name where the user belongs is displayed in this field.

8. Own Damage is automatically checked and disabled both for GOLD and SILVER type of Cover.
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Description: 
This field refers to the damage regardless if the mistake is by the driver itself or by a third party. 

Note: 
By default this is checked and disabled, regardless whether the Policy coverage is Gold or Silver.

9. Select the Bank from the Bank drop-down list. 

Description: 
This field refers to the name of the bank if the vehicle is loaned. 

Note: 
Currently, the system displays all  available banks in Bahrain.

To key in the Vehicle Information:

Note: 
All vehicle information of each Car Makers are taken through the Internet.

1. Select the Car Make from the Car Make drop-down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the brand or car maker of the vehicle, l ike Toyota, Honda, et.al.

Note: 
Currently, l ists available in the system are vehicles available in  Bahrain Credit.
this field is enabled by default
no premium will  be calculated if this information is missing
policy cannot be saved or submit if this information is missing

2. Select the Make from the Car Model drop-down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the model of the vehicle, l ike Camry, Corolla, et.al.

Note: 
This field is disabled by default and will  be enabled upon selection of Car Make. 
Available l ist in this field depends on the selected Car Make.
this field clears when car make is reselected
no premium will  be calculated if this information is missing
policy cannot be saved or submit if this information is missing
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3. Select the Style from the Style drop down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the style of the selected Car Model.

Note: 
This field is disabled by default and will  only be enabled upon selection of Car Model.
Available l ist in this field depends on the selected Car Model.
this field clears when car model or car make are reselected
no premium will  be calculated if this information is missing
policy cannot be saved or submit if this information is missing

4. The Vehicle Body will be displayed automatically upon selection of Car Make, Car Model and Style.

 

Description: 
This field refers to the vehicle body. 

Note: 
this field is disabled and value is automatically populated depending on the selected Car Make,
Car Model and its Style.
this field will  automatically clear when any of the following fields (Car Make, Car Model and
Style) are reselected or has no value.

5. Cubic Capacity of a corresponding vehicle will also be automatically displayed in the Cubic Capacity

field upon selection of Car Make, Car Model and Style.

Description: 
This field refers to the cubic capacity of the vehicle. 

Note: 
this field is disabled and value is automatically populated depending on the selected Car Make,
Car Model and its Style.
this field will  automatically clear when any of the following fields (Car Make, Car Model and
Style) are reselected or has no value.

6. Seat Capacity of a corresponding vehicle will  also be automatically displayed in the Cubic Capacity

field upon selection of Car Make, Car Model and Style.

Description: 
This field refers to the seat capacity of the vehicle. 

Note: 
this field is disabled and value is automatically populated depending on the selected Car Make,
Car Model and its Style.
this field will  automatically clear when any of the following fields (Car Make, Car Model and
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Style) are reselected or has no value.

7. Vehicle  Type of a corresponding vehicle  will  also be automatically displayed  in  the  Vehicle  Type

field upon selection of Car Make, Car Model and Style.

Description: 
This field refers to the type of vehicle whether Sports or Standard.

Note: 
this field is disabled and value is automatically populated depending on the selected Car Make,
Car Model and its Style.
no value is displayed in this field if the selected vehicle is a Commercial type.

8.  Type  the  model  year  of  the  vehicle  in  the  Model  (Year)  field.  It  is  best  advisable  to  select  the

Vehicle Class  first before inputting the model (year) of the car to avoid error. 

Description: 
This field refers to the year the vehicle was manufactured by the company.  

Note: 
Format for this field is yyyy, which should be a four numeric digits and must be a valid year.
System does not allow model (year) greater than the current year.
Validity of the inputted year also depends on the selected Vehicle Class.
non numeric characters and space are not allowed

VEHICLE CLASS:
Gold;
New from showroom = up to 5 years
Not new from showroom = up to 7 years
Silver;
New from showroom = up to 7 years
Not new from showroom = up to 10 years

9. Select the Vehicle Colour in Vehicle Colour drop down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the colour of the vehicle.

Note: 
system does not allow to calculate/re-calculate premium, save or submit policy if this field is
empty

10. Type the Chassis number of the vehicle in the Chassis Number field.

Description: 
This field refers to the Chassis number of the vehicle.

102
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Note: 
this field accepts letters and whole numbers only
accepts 1 as its minimum character length and 15 as its maximum character length
space and special characters are not allowed

11. Type the engine number of the vehicle in the Engine Number field.

Description: 
This field refers to the Engine number of the vehicle.

Note: 
this field accepts letters and whole numbers only
accepts 1 as its minimum character length and 20 as its maximum character length
space and special characters are not allowed

12. Type the plate number of the vehicle in the Plate Number field.

Description: 
This field refers to the plate number of the vehicle.

Note: 
this field accepts letters and whole numbers only
accepts 1 as its minimum character length and 12 as its maximum character length
space and special characters are not allowed

To key in Rating Information:

1. In the Sum Insured field area, Type the amount of Sum Insured.

Description: 
This field refers to the market value of the vehicle. 

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal form (3 decimal places). User may, however, input a whole
number; automatically the system will  be converting it in decimal form once the policy is saved
or submitted.
This fields does not accepts less than or equal to 0 (zero), such values are considered invalid.
No premium will  be calculated when inputted Sum Insured is invalid.
negative values, space and non numeric characters are not allowed

2. Type the Driver/ Owner CPR in the Driver/Owner CPR text box field, if given.

Description: 
This field refers to the CPR number of the driver or owner, if given. Through this inputted value,
system will  be able to identify whether Driver/Owner Age is  classified as Over 25 Years or Up to
25 Years.
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Note: 
this field accepts 9 numeric (whole number) characters only.
this field does not accept space.
this field is enabled and empty by default

3. Select the Driver/Owner Age in the Driver/Owner Age drop down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the age of the Driver/Owner whether Over 25 years or Up to 25 years.

Note: 
By default, this field is enabled and is set to Over 25 years.
When a valid value is inputted in the Driver/Owner CPR as long as it is a valid value,
automatically system identifies the Driver/Owner age based on the inputted CPR number and
thus disables this field.
If the vehicle type is Sports car, the allowed driver’s age is Over 25 years only.
enabled when no value is inputted in the Driver/Owner CPR

4. Select the Vehicle Usage in the Vehicle Usage drop down list.

Description: 
This field refers to what the car will  be used for.

Note: 
by default, this field is disabled and will  be enabled only upon selection of Style.
corresponding type of rating (whether Commercial or Private) depends on the selected Vehicle
Usage.
this field will  reset to "Please select" and disabled upon reselection of Car Make, Car Model and
Style.

5. Select the Vehicle Class from Vehicle Class drop-down list. 

Description: 
This field refers to the vehicle class whether new from the showroom or not new from showroom. 

Note: 
The default value of this field is New from Showroom regardless whether the policy cover is GOLD
or SILVER.

           
6.  The  Vehicle  Age  field  is  disabled  and  displays  the  vehicle  age  automatically  upon  selection  of

Vehicle Class.

Description: 
This field refers to the allowed age of the vehicle. The value displayed depends on the Vehicle Class
selected.

For Gold;
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New from showroom = up to 5 years

Not new from showroom = up to 7 years

For Silver;

New from showroom = up to 7 years

Not new from showroom = up to 10 years

Note: 
this field is disabled 
this fields will  automatically update depending on selected Vehicle Class and Cover.

Tariff Information:

Note: 
All  discount  fields  are  disabled  for  Brokers  and  currently  are  not  applicable  for  them.  They  are
however present in the system for future use. 
For  cases  where  a  discount  is  applicable  for  the  customer,  only  Approvers  can  give  discount  in
amount. 

1. Basic Premium amount is automatically calculated and displayed in the Basic Premium field after

clicking the calculate premium button, after all insured details and car details are  inputted in the

system.

Description: 
This field refers to the computed basic premium of the vehicle.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal and is disabled. 
Premium amount is calculated upon clicking calculate premium button only after insured details
and car details are inputted in the system and no error is encountered.

Example: 10.000 

Basic Premium is also calculated and updated automatically when user  clicks on Save  or  Submit

for Approval button as long as no error is encountered.

no premium will  be calculated/re-calculated when tariff rate for  that  vehicle  does  not  exist  or

when there is any error encountered in any other fields

previous calculated premium will  be removed when Car Make or Car Model or Style is reselected

2. Discount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the discount in %. This field is currently not available for Brokers. Should you
want to give discount, you need to consult Motor Manager - Gulf Union.
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3. Discount Amount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the amount of discount given to any qualified customer.  This field is currently
not available for Bahrain Credit.

4. Multi Vehicle Discount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to multi  vehicle discount in %.  This field is currently not available for Bahrain
Credit.

5. Multi Vehicle Discount Amount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the amount of multi  vehicle discount.  This field is currently not available for
Bahrain Credit.

6. Type the voluntary excess amount in the Voluntary Excess field, if applicable.

Description: 
This field refers to the voluntary excess amount that customer pays in case of a claim.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal (3 decimal places). User may, however, input a whole
number. The system will  automatically convert it in decimal form after the policy is saved.
 User may input any amount in this field as per desired by the customer as long as it is not a
negative value. System does not accept negative value and non numeric characters.

Example: 10.000 

system only allows value greater than or equal to 0. 

voluntary excess is  not included in the Basic and Total Premium  calculation, however, premium

cannot be re-calculated, policy cannot be saved or submitted when inputted value to this  field is

invalid

system automatically updates this to 0 when it is left empty

previous  inputted amount, if  there  is  any,  automatically  clears  when  Car  Make,  Car  Model  or

Style is reselected

This is currently disabled

7. No Claim Discount field is disabled.

Description: 
 This field refers to no claim discount in %. This field is currently not available for Bahrain Credit.
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8. No Claim Discount Amount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the amount of no claim discount. This field is currently not available for
Bahrain Credit.

9. Staff Discount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the Staff discount in %. This field is currently not available for Bahrain Credit.

10. Staff Discount Amount field are disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the amount of staff discount. This field is currently not available for Bahrain
Credit.

11. The Basic Excess amount is automatically  displayed  in  the  Basic  Excess  field  after  the  calculate

premium button has been clicked.

Description: 
This refers to the excess amount  to each corresponding type of vehicle depending on the vehicle
type private or commercial, and vehicle class whether new or not new from showroom.  

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal and is disabled.

Example: 10.000 

Basic excess amount is not included in the Basic Premium and Total Premium calculation.

Amount is automatically populated based on the motor tariff rate assigned for particular vehicle

Basic  Excess  amount  is  also  updated  automatically  when  user  clicks  on  Save  or  Submit  for

Approval button as long as no error is encountered.

previous inputted amount, if there is any, automatically clears when Car Make, Car Model or
Style is reselected

To key in Additional Coverage Information:

1. By default,  the No. of  Driver is  automatically  displayed  in  the  No.  of  Driver  field  based  on  the

seat capacity of the selected car make, car model and style of the vehicle. 

Description: 
 This field refers to the number of the driver of the vehicle. 

Note: 
The field is disabled 
value is set to 0 by default
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value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.

2. By  default,  the  No.  of  Passenger  is  automatically  displayed  based  on  the  seat  capacity  of  the

selected Car Make, Car model and Style.

Description: 
 This field refers to the number of passenger of the vehicle. 

Note: 
The field is disabled and not editable.
value is set to 0 by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.
automatically reset back to 0 when Car Model or Car Make  or Style  is reselected

3. Select the Personal Accident from the Personal Accident drop-down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the type of personal accident whether Not Covered, Medex or Standard.

Note: 
The field is set to Not Covered by default and is disabled.
This field will  only be enabled upon selection of Style.
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style is
reselected.

4. The  Net  Personal  Accident  will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the  Net  Personal  Accident  field

when Personal Accident is covered (whether Medex or Standard) in the policy. 

Description: 
This field refers to the Fixed rate for personal accident based on the number of passengers and no.
of drivers.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
Automatically, the fixed rate value will  be displayed based on no. of passengers or no. of drivers
if personal accident is covered (Medex or Standard).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

5. Select the Motor Assist from the Motor Assist drop-down list.
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Description: 
This field identifies if vehicle is with Motor Assist or not

Note: 
this field is set to Not Covered and disabled by default
This is only enabled when vehicle is SEDAN and Vehicle Usage is Private, otherwise, this field is
disabled.
replacement is up to maximum of 8 days 
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled upon reselection of Car Make, or Car Model
or Style.

6. The  Net  Gulf  Assist  will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the  Net  Motor  Assist  field  when  Motor

Assist is covered in the policy.

Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Motor Assist is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Motor Assist is covered.
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

7. Select the Geographic Cover from the Geographic Cover drop-down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the geographic coverage of the vehicle whether covered or not covered.

Note: 
The field is set to Not Covered by default and is disabled.
This fields will  only be enabled upon selection of Style
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style is
reselected.

8. The  Net  Geographic  Cover  will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the  Net  Geographic  Cover  field

when the Geographic Cover is covered in the policy.

Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Geographic cover is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal form, and is disabled. 
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Geographic coverage is
covered.
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered
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9.    The RSMD/SRCC will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the RSMD/SRCC refers to the fixed rate for Sabotage and Terrorism when
covered.

Note:         
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in Net RSM / SRCC field when selected
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

10.    The Total Premium will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the Total Premium calculated based on the tariff rate and with inclusion of
Additional coverage l ike Personal Accident, Gulf Assist or Geographic Cover if there is any.

Note: 
Total Premium calculation does not include Voluntary excess.
this field is disabled and is set to 0 by default
amount will  automatically be updated upon clicking Calculate premium button or upon saving
or submitting policy.
Total Premium amount with the inclusion of Additional coverage will  be calculated only after
insured details and car details are inputted in the system and no error is encountered.
previous calculated premium will  be removed when Car Make or Car Model or Style is reselected
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To complete data entries:

Click Calculate Premium button to compute and populate computed fields.

Note: 
User must always Click calculate premium before saving or submitting a Policy.
Premium will  not be re-calculated when there is any error encountered in other fields
Calculated premium will  not be saved unless you click the Save or Submit button

Click any of the following buttons to complete data entries:

1. Click Save button to save the newly created policy. A confirmation message  dialog box will  pop up as

shown below.

a. Click OK button to confirm saving of Policy Record. The data entries are saved, Policy status will be

updated to  In Process.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page will

stay in the Add Policy page.

Note: 
If data entry is successful, upon saving the data, all  data will  be updated and will  return to the
previous screen.
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be In Process where Brokers are still allowed
to edit this policy or delete the record.

2. Click Save and New button.  A confirmation message dialog box will pop up as shown below. 
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a. Click OK button to confirm saving of Policy Record. The data entries are saved, Policy status will be

updated to In Process.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page will

stay in the Add Policy page.

Note:  
If data entry is successful, upon saving all  data will  be updated and a blank Add Policy page will  re-
display, otherwise, the page stays and error encountered will  pop up.
To check for the newly created policy, user may directly click Policy | Show Policy.  The Show Policy
main screen where Issue Date is set to current date will  be displayed.
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be In Process where Brokers are still allowed
to edit this policy or delete the record.

3. Click Cancel button to discard data entries. A confirmation message will pop up as shown below.

a. Click OK button to confirm cancellation of  Policy Record. The data entries are  not saved and will

return to previous page.

b. Click Cancel button to discard cancellation of Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Add Policy page with all the previous inputted data.

4. Click Submit For Approval button to submit newly created Policy. A confirmation message  dialog box

will pop up.

Note:  
This button is available only when you are not authorized to Approve the policy. You need to click
this so the Authorized personnel will  be able to approve the policy.
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a.  Click  OK  button  to  confirm  submission  of  Policy  Record.  The  data  entries  are  saved  and  policy

status will  be  updated to For Approval  and will  return to previous page.  Brokers  are  no  longer

allowed to edit nor delete this policy.

b. Click Cancel button to discard submission of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Add Policy page with all previous inputted data.

Note:  
If data entry is successful, upon submission, all  data will  be updated and will  return to the
previous screen.
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be For Approval where Brokers (non
approver) are no longer allowed to edit nor delete this record and is now subject For Approval by
an authorized Approver.

Important Note: 
When any of the mandatory fields are not fi l led up or invalid value is inputted in the field, upon saving
or submitting the record, a message dialog box wil l  pop up indicating the error encountered.
Upon a successful save of the created policy, the Policy Status is In Process, where Brokers are sti l l
al lowed to edit or delete the Policy.
Upon a successful submission of Policy, the Policy Status is For Approval, where Brokers are no longer
allowed to edit nor delete the policy.
The issuance  of Insurance  Policy created under  this  module  can  only  be  done  with  the  consent  and  or
approval of the Motor  Underwriting Manager  who is  also provided with a  facil ity to view, modify and
finally  approves  the  insurance  policy  record  previously  created  by  a  Broker  and  is  submitted  for
approval. 
Upon approval of the policy, the module will  generate automatically a  policy number  (according to the
broker's reserved number set by GUIRCO for their brokers)  and debit note that will  serve as  one of the
policy record control keys. 
To  check  whether  your  submitted  policy  is  already  approved  or  not,  you  may  search  for  the  policy
record.  Refer  to  'Search  Insurance  Policy'  section  for  more  information  on  how  to  search  for  a
record.
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5.2.2 Edit Insurance Policy

The Edit Policy module allows the user to edit a policy record that is still in process and is not yet approved

(meaning Policy status is In Process), if necessary. 

Brokers who are not authorized to approve a policy are not allowed to Edit policy with status For Approval,

On Hold or Approved. The edit icon will not be available when Policy is under any of the mentioned status.

For Brokers who has the authority to approve the policy, refer to Approve Policy  section.

To Edit Policy Information:

Refer to  TAB B  for Insurance Policy Data Fields (Mandatory/Required).

To go to the Edit Policy module, the user must first do the following steps:

1. Choose Policy| Show Policy. The  Policy Table displays where Issue Date field is set to current date. 

2. Search for the Insurance Policy record  that  is  for  modification.  Refer  to  ‘To  Search  Insurance  Policy

Record  in  Processing  Insurance  Transaction’  section  when  searching  for  the  Insurance  Policy

record.

Note: 
Authorized broker user will  be able to modify all  the fields as long as the status of the policy is  sti l l

IN PROCESS.

3. Click the  Edit icon within the row (left side of the record row) of  the selected policy record to display

the Edit Insurance Policy Screen as shown in Figure 30-A  and Figure 30-B . 
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Figure 29: Policy Table after a search is done

Figure 30-A: Edit Policy Screen (Part 1)
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Figure 30-B: Edit Policy Screen (Part 2)

To modify any of the Insurance policy information:

Navigate to the desired data/field item using the mouse pointer and type the new value.

Note: 
The period of coverage from wil l  automatically update to current date when Policy is backdated.

Car  Model, Style  and Vehicle  Usage  are disabled by default in Edit  Page.  These  fields  will  only  be

enabled upon reselection of Car Make.

To Modify Policy Information

Note: 
Policy  Number  and  Debit  Note  Number  text  box  field  is  disabled;  the  system  will  automatically

generate the policy number after the policy has been APPROVED.

1. Policy Type is set to Individual is still disabled.

2. Re-Select the Cover from the Cover drop-down list, if necessary. 

 See Tab B  for mandatory fields for each insurance type of cover. 193
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Note: 
By default, previously selected cover is displayed.
this field is editable and enabled 

3. Select the ‘Period Coverage From’ date field from Date Picker dialog box.

Note: 
By default, this field is enabled and displays previous selected date if it is not a backdated policy,
otherwise, automatically updated to current date
The period of coverage from can be greater than or equal the Issue Date only.
The format for this field is dd-mmm-yy. If user input other format for as long as it is a valid
period of coverage, the system will  automatically convert it to its default format.
if inputted date is with space, system automatically updates this to its default format (dd-mm-yy
)
If user inputted any other value which is not a valid date, system automatically update this to
current date.

4. The ‘Period Coverage To’ date field is disabled and displays previous value.

Note: 
The maximum period of coverage given is only up to 1 year where it is fixed to the end of the
month regardless of the day of the month the period of coverage begins. 
This field is disabled
The default format for this field is dd-mmm-yy.  
If the Period of Coverage From is modified to more than the current date, than this field will
automatically adjust such that the period of coverage is up to 1 year (set by default to the end of
the month).

5. Issue Date and Time Issued fields are disabled by default.

Note: 
By default, the current system date and time is displayed in these fields upon opening the  Edit
Policy page.
Users are not allowed to modify or edit this field. The format for Issue date is dd-mmm-yy while
time format is in hh:mm:ss AM/PM.
These fields are automatically updated according to the date and time it was saved or submitted.

6. Re-Select the Customer (Insured)  from the Customer Find link, the Customer find dialog box will

be displayed as shown in Figure  31 . This allows the User to search for Customer ID and Customer

name. 

Note: 
By default, previous selected customer are displayed.
Customer must be insured before the user can create the policy. 
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If the customer does not have a record yet in the system, user must create first the customer
record before proceeding to policy creation. To create Customer record, refer to 'Add Customer'

 section.
cannot calculate/re-calculate premium, save or submit policy if no customer id is given
available l ist of customers are all  bahrain credit cl ients

To use the customer search dialog box:

a. Input  the  Customer  ID  or  Customer  name,  if  known,  from  the  Search  For  text  box.  Then

Click any of the encircled Go button to execute the search. 

Figure 31: Customer Find l ink dialog box

b. User may also search by navigating the arrows found  in  the  tool  bar.  Refer  to  ‘Navigating

Data Entry screen’  section for more information on these arrows.

c. Click Select link to put the customer name and customer id in the Edit Policy form. 

52
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Note: 
To do the search again, user may simply delete the inputted value in the Search For text box field
and click any of the encircled GO button to reset back the page and displays all  records.
Upon clicking the Select l ink, the Customer Find Link page will  be closed.

7. Account of field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the name of the Broker where the user belongs and is disabled. 
Automatically, the broker name where the user belongs is displayed in this field.

8. Own Damage is automatically checked and disabled both for GOLD and SILVER type of Cover.

Note: 
By default this is checked and disabled, regardless whether the Policy coverage is Gold or Silver.

9. Select the Bank from the Bank drop-down list. 

Note: 
By default, previous selected Bank is displayed, if there is any
This field is enabled 
Currently, the system displays all  available banks in Bahrain.

To Modify Vehicle Information:

Note: 
All vehicle information of each Car Makers are taken through the Internet.

1. Select the Car Make from the Car Make drop-down list.

Note: 
Enabled and previous selected car make is displayed
Currently, l ists available in the system are vehicles available in  Bahrain Credit.
this field is enabled by default
no premium will  be calculated if this information is missing
policy cannot be saved or submit if this information is missing
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2. Select the Make from the Car Model drop-down list.

Note: 
disabled and displays previous car model selected
clears and enables upon re-selection of Car Make. 
Available l ist in this field depends on the selected Car Make.
no premium will  be calculated if this information is missing
policy cannot be saved or submit if this information is missing

3. Select the Style from the Style drop down list.

Note: 
disabled and displays previous style selected
clears and  enables upon selection of Car Model.
Available l ist in this field depends on the selected Car Model.
no premium will  be calculated if this information is missing
policy cannot be saved or submit if this information is missing

4. The Vehicle Body will be displayed automatically upon selection of Car Make, Car Model and Style.

 

Note: 
disabled and displays previous value
this field is disabled and value is automatically populated depending on the selected Car Make,
Car Model and its Style.
this field will  automatically clear when any of the following fields (Car Make, Car Model and
Style) are reselected or has no value.

5. Cubic Capacity of a corresponding vehicle will also be automatically displayed in the Cubic Capacity

field upon selection of Car Make, Car Model and Style.

Note: 
disabled and displays previous value
this field is disabled and value is automatically populated depending on the selected Car Make,
Car Model and its Style.
this field will  automatically clear when any of the following fields (Car Make, Car Model and
Style) are reselected or has no value.

6. Seat Capacity of a corresponding vehicle will  also be automatically displayed in the Cubic Capacity

field upon selection of Car Make, Car Model and Style.

Note: 
disabled and displays previous value
this field is disabled and value is automatically populated depending on the selected Car Make,
Car Model and its Style.
this field will  automatically clear when any of the following fields (Car Make, Car Model and
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Style) are reselected or has no value.

7. Vehicle  Type of a corresponding vehicle  will  also be automatically displayed  in  the  Vehicle  Type

field upon selection of Car Make, Car Model and Style.

Note: 
disabled and displays previous value

this field is disabled and value is automatically populated depending on the selected Car Make,
Car Model and its Style.
no value is displayed in this field if the selected vehicle is a Commercial type.

8.  Type  the  model  year  of  the  vehicle  in  the  Model  (Year)  field.  It  is  best  advisable  to  select  the

Vehicle Class  first before inputting the model (year) of the car to avoid error. 

Note: 
enabled and displays previous value
Format for this field is yyyy, which should be a four numeric digits and must be a valid year.
System does not allow model (year) greater than the current year.
Validity of the inputted year also depends on the selected Vehicle Class.
non numeric characters and space are not allowed
Refer to Motor Tariff for detailed information

9. Select the Vehicle Colour in Vehicle Colour drop down list.

Note: 
enabled and display previous selected colour
system does not allow to calculate/re-calculate premium, save or submit policy if this field is
empty

10. Type the Chassis number of the vehicle in the Chassis Number field.

Note: 
enabled and display previous value
this field accepts letters and whole numbers only
accepts 1 as its minimum character length and 6 as its maximum character length
space and special characters are not allowed

11. Type the engine number of the vehicle in the Engine Number field.

Note: 
enabled and display previous value
this field accepts letters and whole numbers only
accepts 1 as its minimum character length and 20 as its maximum character length
space and special characters are not allowed

12. Type the plate number of the vehicle in the Plate Number field.
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Note: 
enabled and display previous value
this field accepts letters and whole numbers only
accepts 1 as its minimum character length and 12 as its maximum character length
space and special characters are not allowed

To modify in Rating Information:

1. In the Sum Insured field area, Type the amount of Sum Insured.

Note: 
enabled and display previous value
The format for this field is in decimal form (3 decimal places). User may, however, input a whole
number; automatically the system will  be converting it in decimal form once the policy is saved
or submitted.
This fields does not accepts less than or equal to 0 (zero), such values are considered invalid.
No premium will  be calculated when inputted Sum Insured is invalid.
negative values, space and non numeric characters are not allowed

2. Type the Driver/ Owner CPR in the Driver/Owner CPR text box field, if given.

Note: 
enabled and display previous value, if there is any
this field accepts 9 numeric (whole number) characters only.
this field does not accept space.
this field is enabled and empty by default

3. Select the Driver/Owner Age in the Driver/Owner Age drop down list.

Note: 
disabled and display previous value if Driver/Owner CPR is given
enabled and display previous value if Driver/Owner CPR is not given
When a valid value is inputted in the Driver/Owner CPR as long as it is a valid value,
automatically system identifies the Driver/Owner age based on the inputted CPR number and
thus disables this field.
If the vehicle type is Sports car, the allowed driver’s age is Over 25 years only.
enabled when no value is inputted in the Driver/Owner CPR

4. Select the Vehicle Usage in the Vehicle Usage drop down list.

Note: 
disabled and display previous selected
clears and enables only upon selection of Style.
corresponding type of rating (whether Commercial or Private) depends on the selected Vehicle
Usage.
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this field will  reset to "Please select" and disabled upon reselection of Car Make, Car Model and
Style.

5. Select the Vehicle Class from Vehicle Class drop-down list. 

Note: 
enabled and display previous selected Vehicle Class

           
6.  The  Vehicle  Age  field  is  disabled  and  displays  the  vehicle  age  automatically  upon  selection  of

Vehicle Class.

Note: 
this field is disabled and display previous value depending on the previous selected Vehicle
Class
this fields will  automatically update depending on selected Vehicle Class and Cover.

To Modify Tariff Information:

Note: 
All  discount  fields  are  disabled  for  Brokers  and  currently  are  not  applicable  for  them.  They  are
however present in the system for future use. 
For  cases  where  a  discount  is  applicable  for  the  customer,  only  Approvers  can  give  discount  in
amount. 

1. Basic Premium amount is automatically calculated and displayed in the Basic Premium field after

clicking the calculate premium button, after all insured details and car details are  inputted in the

system.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal and is disabled. 
Premium amount is calculated only after insured details and car details are inputted in the
system and no error is encountered.

Example: 10.000 

Basic Premium is also calculated and updated automatically when user  clicks on Save  or  Submit

for Approval button as long as no error is encountered.

no premium will  be calculated/re-calculated when tariff rate for  that  vehicle  does  not  exist  or

when there is any error encountered in any other fields

previous calculated premium will  be removed when Car Make or Car Model or Style is reselected

2. Discount field is disabled.
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Description: 
This field refers to the discount in %. This field is currently not available for Bahrain Credit.

3. Discount Amount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the amount of discount given to any qualified customer.  This field is currently
not available for Bahrain Credit.

4. Multi Vehicle Discount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to multi  vehicle discount in %.  This field is currently not available for Bahrain
Credit.

5. Multi Vehicle Discount Amount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the amount of multi  vehicle discount.  This field is currently not available for
Bahrain Credit.

6. Type the voluntary excess amount in the Voluntary Excess field, if applicable.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal (3 decimal places). User may, however, input a whole
number. The system will  automatically convert it in decimal form after the policy is saved.
 User may input any amount in this field as per desired by the customer as long as it is not a
negative value. System does not accept negative value and non numeric characters.

Example: 10.000 

system only allows value greater than or equal to 0. 

voluntary excess is  not included in the Basic and Total Premium  calculation, however, premium

cannot be re-calculated, policy cannot be saved or submitted when inputted value to this  field is

invalid

system automatically updates this to 0 when it is left empty

previous  inputted amount, if  there  is  any,  automatically  clears  when  Car  Make,  Car  Model  or

Style is reselected

7. No Claim Discount field is disabled.

Description: 
 This field refers to no claim discount in %. This field is currently not available for Bahrain Credit.

8. No Claim Discount Amount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the amount of no claim discount. This field is currently not available for
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Bahrain Credit.

9. Staff Discount field is disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the Staff discount in %. This field is currently not available for Bahrain Credit.

10. Staff Discount Amount field are disabled.

Description: 
This field refers to the amount of staff discount. This field is currently not available for Bahrain
Credit.

11. The Basic Excess amount is automatically  displayed  in  the  Basic  Excess  field  after  the  calculate

premium button has been clicked.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal and is disabled.

Example: 10.000 

Basic excess amount is not included in the Basic Premium and Total Premium calculation.

Amount is automatically populated based on the motor tariff rate assigned for particular vehicle

Basic  Excess  amount  is  also  updated  automatically  when  user  clicks  on  Save  or  Submit  for

Approval button as long as no error is encountered.

previous inputted amount, if there is any, automatically clears when Car Make, Car Model or
Style is reselected

To modify  Additional Coverage Information:

1. By default,  the No. of  Driver is  automatically  displayed  in  the  No.  of  Driver  field  based  on  the

seat capacity of the selected car make, car model and style of the vehicle. 

Note: 
The field is disabled and display previous value by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.

2. By  default,  the  No.  of  Passenger  is  automatically  displayed  based  on  the  seat  capacity  of  the

selected Car Make, Car model and Style.

Note: 
The field is disabled and not editable.
display previous value by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.
automatically reset back to 0 when Car Model or Car Make  or Style  is reselected
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3. Select the Personal Accident from the Personal Accident drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled by default
display previous selected
This field will  only be enabled upon re-selection of Style.
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style is
reselected.

4. The  Net  Personal  Accident  will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the  Net  Personal  Accident  field

when Personal Accident is covered (whether Medex or Standard) in the policy. 

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
display previous value by default if covered
Automatically, the fixed rate value will  be displayed based on no. of passengers or no. of drivers
if personal accident is covered (Medex or Standard).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

5. Select the Gulf Assist from the Gulf Assist drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled by default when vehicle is Sedan| Private, otherwise, this field is disabled.
replacement is up to maximum of 8 days 
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled upon reselection of Car Make, or Car Model
or Style.

6. The Net Gulf Assist will be displayed automatically in the Net Gulf Assist field when Gulf  Assist is

covered in the policy.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
display previous value if covered by default
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Gulf Assist is covered.
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

7. Select the Geographic Cover from the Geographic Cover drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled and display previous value selected by default
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style is
reselected.
This fields will  only be enabled upon selection of Style
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8. The  Net  Geographic  Cover  will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the  Net  Geographic  Cover  field

when the Geographic Cover is covered in the policy.

Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Geographic cover is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal form, and is disabled. 
display previous value by default if covered
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Geographic coverage is
covered.
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

1. By default, the No. of Driver is automatically displayed in the No. of Driver field based on the

seat capacity of the selected car make, car model and style of the vehicle. 

Description: 
 This field refers to the number of the driver of the vehicle. 

Note: 
The field is disabled 
value is set to 0 by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.

2. By default,  the No. of Passenger is automatically displayed based on the seat capacity of  the

selected Car Make, Car model and Style.

Description: 
 This field refers to the number of passenger of the vehicle. 

Note: 
The field is disabled and not editable.
value is set to 0 by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.
automatically reset back to 0 when Car Model or Car Make  or Style  is reselected

3. Select the Personal Accident from the Personal Accident drop-down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the type of personal accident whether Not Covered, Medex or Standard.

Note: 
The field is set to Not Covered by default and is disabled.
This field will  only be enabled upon selection of Style.
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style
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is reselected.

4. The Net Personal  Accident will  be  displayed automatically in the Net Personal Accident field

when Personal Accident is covered (whether Medex or Standard) in the policy. 

Description: 
This field refers to the Fixed rate for personal accident based on the number of passengers and
no. of drivers.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
Automatically, the fixed rate value will  be displayed based on no. of passengers or no. of
drivers  if personal accident is covered (Medex or Standard).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

5. Select the Motor Assist from the Motor Assist drop-down list.

Description: 
This field identifies if vehicle is with Motor Assist or not

Note: 
this field is set to Not Covered and disabled by default
This is only enabled when vehicle is SEDAN and Vehicle Usage is Private, otherwise, this field
is disabled.
replacement is up to maximum of 8 days 
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled upon reselection of Car Make, or Car
Model or Style.

6. The Net Gulf  Assist will  be  displayed automatically in the Net Motor Assist field when Motor

Assist is covered in the policy.

Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Motor Assist is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Motor Assist is
covered.
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

7. Select the Geographic Cover from the Geographic Cover drop-down list.
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Description: 
This field refers to the geographic coverage of the vehicle whether covered or not covered.

Note: 
The field is set to Not Covered by default and is disabled.
This fields will  only be enabled upon selection of Style
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style
is reselected.

8. The Net Geographic Cover will  be  displayed automatically in the Net Geographic  Cover  field

when the Geographic Cover is covered in the policy.

Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Geographic cover is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal form, and is disabled. 
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Geographic coverage is
covered.
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

9.    The RSMD/SRCC will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the RSMD/SRCC refers to the fixed rate for Sabotage and Terrorism when
covered.

Note:         
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in Net RSM / SRCC field when selected
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

10.    The Total Premium will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium
button.

Description: 
This field refers to the Total Premium calculated based on the tariff rate and with inclusion of
Additional coverage l ike Personal Accident, Gulf Assist or Geographic Cover if there is any.

Note: 
Total Premium calculation does not include Voluntary excess.
this field is disabled and is set to 0 by default
amount will  automatically be updated upon clicking Calculate premium button or upon
saving or submitting policy.
Total Premium amount with the inclusion of Additional coverage will  be calculated only after
insured details and car details are inputted in the system and no error is encountered.
previous calculated premium will  be removed when Car Make or Car Model or Style is
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reselected

To Key in Other Information

New information is available in Edit module, and is classified as other information:

FIELDS DESCRIPTION

Policy Status this field is disabled and displays the current status In Process. 

Debit Note Number this field is disabled. The system automatically generates  the debit
note number once the policy is Approved.

Is Schedule Printed this field is disabled. By default, the status is NO. Once the policy is
already Approved and Policy Schedule is  already printed, this  will
be updated to YES automatically.

Is Card Printed this field is disabled. By default, the status is NO. Once the policy is
already Approved and Insurance Card is already printed, this will
be updated to YES automatically.

Remarks this  field  is  enabled  allowing  Brokers  to  key  in  any  remarks,  if
needed. 

1. Type remarks in the Remarks text box field.
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To complete data entries:

 Click Calculate Premium button to compute and populate computed fields

Note: 
User must always Click calculate premium before saving or submitting a Policy.
Premium will  not be re-calculated when there is any error encountered in other fields.
Calculated premium will  not be saved unless you click the save or submit button.

 To complete the editing of the information, Click one of the following buttons:

1. Click Save button to save the newly created policy. A confirmation message  dialog box will  pop up as

shown below.

a. Click OK button to confirm saving of  Policy Record. The data entries are  saved, Policy status is In

Process.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page will

stay in the Edit Policy page.

Note: 
If data entry is successful, upon saving the data, all  data will  be updated and will  return to
previous screen. 
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be In Process where Brokers are still allowed
to edit this policy or delete the record.

2. Click Cancel button to discard data entries. A confirmation message will pop up as shown below.
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a. Click OK button to confirm cancellation of  Policy Record. The data entries are  not saved and will

return to previous page.

b. Click Cancel button to discard cancellation of Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Edit Policy page with all the previous inputted data.

3. Click Submit For Approval button to submit newly created Policy. A confirmation message  dialog box

will pop up. This button will be available when user is only having rights to enter policy but no rights

to approve. This needs to be  clicked  in  order  for  the  policy  to  be  sent  for  approval  to  authorized

approver.

a. Click OK button to confirm submission of Policy Record. The data entries are  saved and submitted

For  Approval  and  will  return  to  previous  page.  Brokers  who  has  no  rights  to  approve  are  no

longer allowed to edit nor delete this policy.

b. Click Cancel button to discard submission of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Edit Policy page with all previous inputted data.

Note:  
If data entry is successful, upon submission, it wil l  return to the previous screen. 
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be For Approval where Brokers are no longer
allowed to edit nor delete this record and is now subject For Approval by an authorized Approver,
this is when that broker user has no rights to approve the policy.

Important Note: 
When any of the mandatory fields are not fi l led up or invalid value is  inputted in the field, upon saving

the data entry field, a message dialog box will  pop up indicating the error encountered. 

Upon a successful save of the created policy, the Policy Status is In Process, where Brokers are sti l l
al lowed to edit or delete the Policy.
Upon a successful submission of Policy, the Policy Status is For Approval, where Brokers who has no
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rights to approve policy are no longer allowed to edit nor delete the policy.
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5.2.3 Show Insurance Policy

The Show Policy Record allows the user to view  policy  record  and  print  necessary  documents  like  Policy

Schedule, Insurance Card and Debit Note. For more query, consult your System Administrator (SA).

Note: 
Policy Number and Debit Note Number is automatically generated by the system upon approval.
Generate Policy Number wil l  be based on the policy number of Gulf Union Insurance.
If for instance and no policy number is generated upon approval of the Policy, kindly report this
immediately to your System Administrator.

The following information is seen in the Show policy record page:

Policy Information - where all  basic information of  the policy are  displayed  such  as  the

Policy Number (if approved), Policy Type, Cover, Period of  Coverage From, Period of  Coverage To, Issue

Date (system date)  ,  Time Issued (system  time  in  12 hour  format),  Customer  (insured)  ID,  Account  Of,

Own Damage ( 1 if checked, 0 if unchecked) and Bank.

Vehicle Information - where basic information of the vehicle  to insure  are  displayed such

as  Car  Make,  Car  Model,  Style,  Model  (Year),  Vehicle  Color,  Chassis  Number,  Engine  Number,  Plate

Number,  Vehicle  Body,  Cubic  Capacity,  Seat  Capacity  and  Vehicle  Type  (N/A  when  vehicle  is  for

Commercial use).

Rating Information - where the rating information for the vehicle  are  displayed  such  as

Sum Insured, Driver/Owner CPR, Driver/Owner Age, Vehicle Usage, Vehicle Class and Vehicle Age.

Tariff Information - where the tariff  information are  displayed  such  as  Basic  Premium,

Discount, Discount Amount, Multi  Vehicle  Discount, Multi  Vehicle  Discount  Amount,  Voluntary  excess,

No Claim Discount, No Claim Discount Amount, Staff Discount, Staff Discount Amount and Basic Excess

Additional Coverage - where  additional  coverage  are  displayed  such  as  No.  of  Driver,
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Personal  Accident,  Gulf  Assist,  Geographic  Cover,  No.  of  Passenger,  Net  Personal  Accident,  Net  Gulf

Assist, Net Geographic Cover, and Total Premium

Other Information -  where  other  information  are  displayed  such  as  Policy  Status,  Is

Schedule Printed, Debit note number, Is Card printed  and Remarks.
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To Show Insurance Policy record:

1. First, user must be in the Policy Table module to be able to view Policy Record. To be in Policy Table

module, Choose Policy|Show Policy. The Policy Table displays as shown Figure 32 . 

Figure 32: Policy Table

2. Search for the Insurance Policy record that you want to view or edit.  Refer  to  ‘To  Search  Insurance

Policy  Record  in  Processing  Insurance  Transaction’  section  when  searching  for  the  Insurance

Policy record.

3. Click the Show icon   (magnifying glass image) in Figure 33 to display the Show Policy record screen of

the selected customer as shown in Figure 34 .

134
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Figure 33: Policy Table 

Note: 
For security purposes, some screen requires the user to re-enter user id and password.
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Figure 34: Policy Record screen
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To Navigate Buttons from the policy record page

1. Click OK button in the Policy record page to return to the previous screen or;

2. To print any of the following reports: Print Schedule, Print Card or Print Debit Note, refer to 'Printing
Reports'  section.

Note: 
Reports can only be printed when Policy is already posted (Approved).
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5.3 Renew Policy

Broker  Portal  also  provides  facility  for  authorized  user  to  be  able  to  renew  policies  of  their  customers.

Brokers are  only allowed to issue / renew  policy for Gold and Silver coverage. It does not allow  them  to

issue policy for Third Party (Bronze or Bronze+). Currently,  the system does not do Claims as well  as this is

only an underwriting application.  For more queries, consult your System Administrator (SA).

Brokers are only allowed to renew policies as long as it suits to below conditions, otherwise, system is not

allowing the broker to proceed. For any clarification, you may please contact  the  Motor  Uwr  Manager  of

Gulf Union Insurance.

1. It is an existing customer.

2. Policy has <= 2 claims only
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5.3.1 Renew Insurance Policy

To Renew policy

Below are the basic steps  when renewing policy:

1. Choose Policy| Show Policy from the menu. 

2. Search for the policy which you are going to renew. To search, you may refer to Search Insurance Policy
 section.

3. On the policy record, click the the Renew button as shown below.

4. The Add New policy screen will open. During renewal of policy, only few fields are allowed to be
modified.

85
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5. Update the necessary fields as required. Below are list of fields that can only be modified.
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To modify  Additional Coverage Information:

1. By default,  the No. of  Driver is automatically displayed in the No. of Driver field based on the seat

capacity of the selected car make, car model and style of the vehicle. 

Note: 
The field is disabled and display previous value by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.

2. By  default,  the  No.  of  Passenger  is  automatically  displayed  based  on  the  seat  capacity  of  the

selected Car Make, Car model and Style.

Note: 
The field is disabled and not editable.
display previous value by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.
automatically reset back to 0 when Car Model or Car Make  or Style  is reselected

3. Select the Personal Accident from the Personal Accident drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled by default
display previous selected
This field will  only be enabled upon re-selection of Style.
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style is
reselected.

4. The Net Personal Accident will  be  displayed automatically in the Net Personal Accident field when

Personal Accident is covered (whether Medex or Standard) in the policy. 

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
display previous value by default if covered
Automatically, the fixed rate value will  be displayed based on no. of passengers or no. of drivers  if
personal accident is covered (Medex or Standard).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 
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5. Select the Gulf Assist from the Gulf Assist drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled by default when vehicle is Sedan| Private, otherwise, this field is disabled.
replacement is up to maximum of 8 days 
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled upon reselection of Car Make, or Car Model or
Style.

6. The Net Gulf  Assist will  be  displayed automatically in the Net Gulf Assist field  when  Gulf  Assist  is

covered in the policy.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
display previous value if covered by default
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Gulf Assist is covered.
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

7. Select the Geographic Cover from the Geographic Cover drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled and display previous value selected by default
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style is
reselected.
This fields will  only be enabled upon selection of Style

8. The Net Geographic Cover will  be  displayed automatically in the Net Geographic Cover field when

the Geographic Cover is covered in the policy.

Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Geographic cover is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal form, and is disabled. 
display previous value by default if covered
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Geographic coverage is
covered.
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

9.    The RSMD/SRCC will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the RSMD/SRCC refers to the fixed rate for Sabotage and Terrorism when covered.

Note:         
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in Net RSM / SRCC field when selected
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
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this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

10.    The Total Premium will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the Total Premium calculated based on the tariff rate and with inclusion of
Additional coverage l ike Personal Accident, Gulf Assist or Geographic Cover if there is any.

Note: 
Total Premium calculation does not include Voluntary excess.
this field is disabled and is set to 0 by default
amount will  automatically be updated upon clicking Calculate premium button or upon saving or
submitting policy.
Total Premium amount with the inclusion of Additional coverage will  be calculated only after
insured details and car details are inputted in the system and no error is encountered.
previous calculated premium will  be removed when Car Make or Car Model or Style is reselected

To complete data entries:

Click Calculate Premium button to compute and populate computed fields.

Note: 
User must always Click calculate premium before saving or submitting a Policy.
Premium will  not be re-calculated when there is any error encountered in other fields
Calculated premium will  not be saved unless you click the Save or Submit button

Click any of the following buttons to complete data entries:

1. Click Save button to save the newly created policy. A confirmation message  dialog box will  pop up as

shown below.
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a. Click OK button to confirm saving of Policy Record. The data entries are saved, Policy status will be

updated to  In Process.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page will

stay in the Add Policy page.

Note: 
If data entry is successful, upon saving the data, all  data will  be updated and will  return to the
previous screen.
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be In Process where Brokers are still allowed
to edit this policy or delete the record.

2. Click Save and New button.  A confirmation message dialog box will pop up as shown below. 

a. Click OK button to confirm saving of Policy Record. The data entries are saved, Policy status will be

updated to In Process.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page will

stay in the Add Policy page.

Note:  
If data entry is successful, upon saving all  data will  be updated and a blank Add Policy page will  re-
display, otherwise, the page stays and error encountered will  pop up.
To check for the newly created policy, user may directly click Policy | Show Policy.  The Show Policy
main screen where Issue Date is set to current date will  be displayed.
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be In Process where Brokers are still allowed
to edit this policy or delete the record.

3. Click Cancel button to discard data entries. A confirmation message will pop up as shown below.
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a. Click OK button to confirm cancellation of  Policy Record. The data entries are  not saved and will

return to previous page.

b. Click Cancel button to discard cancellation of Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Add Policy page with all the previous inputted data.

4. Click Submit For Approval button to submit newly created Policy. A confirmation message  dialog box

will pop up.

Note:  
This button is available only when you are not authorized to Approve the policy. You need to click
this so the Authorized personnel will  be able to approve the policy.

a.  Click  OK  button  to  confirm  submission  of  Policy  Record.  The  data  entries  are  saved  and  policy

status will  be  updated to For Approval  and will  return to previous page.  Brokers  are  no  longer

allowed to edit nor delete this policy.

b. Click Cancel button to discard submission of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Add Policy page with all previous inputted data.

Note:  
If data entry is successful, upon submission, all  data will  be updated and will  return to the
previous screen.
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be For Approval where Brokers (non
approver) are no longer allowed to edit nor delete this record and is now subject For Approval by
an authorized Approver.

Important Note: 
When any of the mandatory fields are not fi l led up or invalid value is inputted in the field, upon saving
or submitting the record, a message dialog box wil l  pop up indicating the error encountered.
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Upon a successful save of the created policy, the Policy Status is In Process, where Brokers are sti l l
al lowed to edit or delete the Policy.
Upon a successful submission of Policy, the Policy Status is For Approval, where Brokers are no longer
allowed to edit nor delete the policy.
The issuance  of Insurance  Policy created under  this  module  can  only  be  done  with  the  consent  and  or
approval of the Motor  Underwriting Manager  who is  also provided with a  facil ity to view, modify and
finally  approves  the  insurance  policy  record  previously  created  by  a  Broker  and  is  submitted  for
approval. 
Upon approval of the policy, the module will  generate automatically a  policy number  (As per  GU Policy
numbering)  and debit note that will  serve as one of the policy record control keys. 
To  check  whether  your  submitted  policy  is  already  approved  or  not,  you  may  search  for  the  policy
record.  Refer  to  'Search  Insurance  Policy'  section  for  more  information  on  how  to  search  for  a
record.

85
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5.3.2 Edit Renewal Policy

The Edit Policy module allows the user to edit a policy record that is still in process and is not yet approved

(meaning Policy status is In Process), if necessary. 

Brokers who are not authorized to approve a policy are not allowed to Edit policy with status For Approval,

On Hold or Approved. The edit icon will not be available when Policy is under any of the mentioned status.

For Brokers who has the authority to approve the policy, refer to Approve Policy  section.

To Edit Policy Information:

Refer to  TAB B  for Insurance Policy Data Fields (Mandatory/Required).

To go to the Edit Policy module, the user must first do the following steps:

1. Choose Policy| Show Policy. The  Policy Table displays where Issue Date field is set to current date. 

2. Search for the Insurance Policy record  that  is  for  modification.  Refer  to  ‘To  Search  Insurance  Policy

Record  in  Processing  Insurance  Transaction’  section  when  searching  for  the  Insurance  Policy

record.

Note: 
Authorized broker user will  be able to modify all  the fields as long as the status of the policy is  sti l l

IN PROCESS.

3. Click the  Edit icon within the row (left side of the record row) of  the selected policy record to display

the Edit Insurance Policy Screen as shown in Figure 30-A  and Figure 30-B . 
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Figure 29: Policy Table after a search is done

Figure 42: Edit Policy Screen (Part 1)
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Figure 43: Edit Policy Screen (Part 2)

Note: 
Remarks will  show number claims the previous policy is having.

To modify any of the Insurance policy information:

Navigate to the desired data/field item using the mouse pointer and type the new value.

Note: 
The period of coverage from wil l  automatically update to current date when Policy is backdated.

Car Model, Style and Vehicle Usage are disabled in Edit Page.

1. Update the necessary fields as required. Below are list of fields that can only be modified.

To modify  Additional Coverage Information:

1. By default,  the No. of  Driver is  automatically  displayed  in  the  No.  of  Driver  field  based  on  the

seat capacity of the selected car make, car model and style of the vehicle. 
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Note: 
The field is disabled and display previous value by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.

2. By  default,  the  No.  of  Passenger  is  automatically  displayed  based  on  the  seat  capacity  of  the

selected Car Make, Car model and Style.

Note: 
The field is disabled and not editable.
display previous value by default
value automatically updated depending on the selected car make, car model and style.
automatically reset back to 0 when Car Model or Car Make  or Style  is reselected

3. Select the Personal Accident from the Personal Accident drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled by default
display previous selected
This field will  only be enabled upon re-selection of Style.
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style is
reselected.

4. The  Net  Personal  Accident  will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the  Net  Personal  Accident  field

when Personal Accident is covered (whether Medex or Standard) in the policy. 

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
display previous value by default if covered
Automatically, the fixed rate value will  be displayed based on no. of passengers or no. of drivers
if personal accident is covered (Medex or Standard).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

5. Select the Gulf Assist from the Gulf Assist drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled by default when vehicle is Sedan| Private, otherwise, this field is disabled.
replacement is up to maximum of 8 days 
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled upon reselection of Car Make, or Car Model
or Style.

6. The Net Gulf Assist will be displayed automatically in the Net Gulf Assist field when Gulf  Assist is

covered in the policy.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
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display previous value if covered by default
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Gulf Assist is covered.
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

7. Select the Geographic Cover from the Geographic Cover drop-down list.

Note: 
enabled and display previous value selected by default
this field reverts back to Not Covered and disabled whenever Car Make or Car Model or Style is
reselected.
This fields will  only be enabled upon selection of Style

8. The  Net  Geographic  Cover  will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the  Net  Geographic  Cover  field

when the Geographic Cover is covered in the policy.

Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Geographic cover is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal form, and is disabled. 
display previous value by default if covered
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Geographic coverage is
covered.
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

9.    The RSMD/SRCC will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the RSMD/SRCC refers to the fixed rate for Sabotage and Terrorism when
covered.

Note:         
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in Net RSM / SRCC field when selected
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

10.    The Total Premium will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the Total Premium calculated based on the tariff rate and with inclusion of
Additional coverage l ike Personal Accident, Gulf Assist or Geographic Cover if there is any.

Note: 
Total Premium calculation does not include Voluntary excess.
this field is disabled and is set to 0 by default
amount will  automatically be updated upon clicking Calculate premium button or upon saving
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or submitting policy.
Total Premium amount with the inclusion of Additional coverage will  be calculated only after
insured details and car details are inputted in the system and no error is encountered.
previous calculated premium will  be removed when Car Make or Car Model or Style is reselected

To Key in Other Information

New information is available in Edit module, and is classified as other information:

FIELDS DESCRIPTION

Policy Status this field is disabled and displays the current status In Process. 

Debit Note Number this field is disabled. The system automatically generates  the debit
note number once the policy is Approved.

Is Schedule Printed this field is disabled. By default, the status is NO. Once the policy is
already Approved and Policy Schedule is  already printed, this  will
be updated to YES automatically.

Is Card Printed this field is disabled. By default, the status is NO. Once the policy is
already Approved and Insurance Card is already printed, this will
be updated to YES automatically.

Remarks this  field  is  enabled  allowing  Brokers  to  key  in  any  remarks,  if
needed. 

1. Type remarks in the Remarks text box field.
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To complete data entries:

 Click Calculate Premium button to compute and populate computed fields

Note: 
User must always Click calculate premium before saving or submitting a Policy.
Premium will  not be re-calculated when there is any error encountered in other fields.
Calculated premium will  not be saved unless you click the save or submit button.

 To complete the editing of the information, Click one of the following buttons:

1. Click Save button to save the newly created policy. A confirmation message  dialog box will  pop up as

shown below.

a. Click OK button to confirm saving of  Policy Record. The data entries are  saved, Policy status is In

Process.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page will

stay in the Edit Policy page.

Note: 
If data entry is successful, upon saving the data, all  data will  be updated and will  return to
previous screen. 
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be In Process where Brokers are still allowed
to edit this policy or delete the record.

2. Click Cancel button to discard data entries. A confirmation message will pop up as shown below.
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a. Click OK button to confirm cancellation of  Policy Record. The data entries are  not saved and will

return to previous page.

b. Click Cancel button to discard cancellation of Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Edit Policy page with all the previous inputted data.

3. Click Submit For Approval button to submit newly created Policy. A confirmation message  dialog box

will pop up. This button will be available when user is only having rights to enter policy but no rights

to approve. This needs to be  clicked  in  order  for  the  policy  to  be  sent  for  approval  to  authorized

approver.

a. Click OK button to confirm submission of Policy Record. The data entries are  saved and submitted

For  Approval  and  will  return  to  previous  page.  Brokers  who  has  no  rights  to  approve  are  no

longer allowed to edit nor delete this policy.

b. Click Cancel button to discard submission of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Edit Policy page with all previous inputted data.

Note:  
If data entry is successful, upon submission, it wil l  return to the previous screen. 
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data will  be For Approval where Brokers are no longer
allowed to edit nor delete this record and is now subject For Approval by an authorized Approver,
this is when that broker user has no rights to approve the policy.

Important Note: 
When any of the mandatory fields are not fi l led up or invalid value is  inputted in the field, upon saving

the data entry field, a message dialog box will  pop up indicating the error encountered. 

Upon a successful save of the created policy, the Policy Status is In Process, where Brokers are sti l l
al lowed to edit or delete the Policy.
Upon a successful submission of Policy, the Policy Status is For Approval, where Brokers who has no
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rights to approve policy are no longer allowed to edit nor delete the policy.
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5.4 Approve Policy

The  issuance  of  Insurance  Policy  created  can  only  be  approved  by  an  authorized  user  provided  by  Gulf

Union Insurance as per agreed access rights of  the Brokers. Upon approval  of  the  policy,  the  module  will

generate  automatically a policy number and debit note  that will  serve as one of  the policy record control

keys. 

Gulf Union Insurance is setting the policy number generated directly upon approval  where policy number

is according to the existing policy numbering of the company.

This application is basically for issuance of  New policy and Renewal  of  policy of  their  existing  customers.

Brokers  are  only  allowed  to  issue  policy   for  Gold  and  Silver  coverage.  It  does  not  allow  them  to  issue

policy for Third Party. They cannot do endorsement transactions and not allowed to do renewal  of  policy.

For more queries, consult your System Administrator (SA).

 Related Topics: The following topics below are for Approver Users

Modify / Approve Insurance Policy

View Policy Record
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5.4.1 Approve / On Hold Insurance Policy

The Edit Policy module allows approvers to be able to access Policy submitted for their approval. 

Approvers are not allowed to access Policy with status In Process or Approved, unless they are  having the

super user id which allows them to issue and approve policy at the same  time.  The  edit  icon  will  not  be

available  on their page when  Policy  is  under  any  of  the  mentioned  status.  They  may  however  view  the

policy, if needed, through Show Record icon. For more details, refer to 'View Insurance Policy'  section.

To Approve Insurance Policy

1. To access any Policy Record, you must first go to Policy Table. To do so,  Choose Policy| Show Policy from
the menu. 

2.  Search  for  the  Insurance  Policy  record  that  is  for  modification.  Refer  to  'To  Search  Insurance  Policy

Record'  section when searching for the Insurance Policy record.

3. Click the Edit Icon of the desired record in the table record row as shown below.

Figure 20: Policy Table (after searching for the record to approve)

164
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To modify / Approve Insurance Policy:

Note: 
By default, the status of the Policy is For Approval upon submitted by the Broker. 
The displayed Issue Date and Time displays the date and time the policy was submitted by Broker and

this does not change even upon approval  of the Approver.

Fields from the following information are DISABLED in Approver’s Edit Module:

Policy Information

Vehicle Information

Rating Information

Tariff Information except:

a. Discount Amount; where they are the only one who can give discount.

b. Voluntary Excess; 

Note: 
Currently, only Discount Amount field is enabled where Approver can input discount amount. Other
 discount fields are available but is not currently being used. Consult your System Administrator
(SA) for more information.

Additional Coverage except;

a. Gulf Assist, if and only if vehicle is SEDAN | Private

b. Personal Accident

c. Geographic Cover

Other Information except:

1. Policy Status

2. Remarks
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1. Select the Personal Accident from the Personal Accident drop-down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the type of personal accident whether not covered, standard or medex. 

Note: 
enabled and displays previous selected by broker by default

2. The Net Personal  Accident will  be  displayed automatically in  the  Net  Personal  Accident  field  when

Personal Accident is covered in the policy. 

Description: 
This field refers to the Fixed  fee of the corresponding personal accident selected.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal
disabled and display previous amount as per personal accident selected by the broker by default
Automatically, the fixed rate value will  be displayed based on no. of passengers or no. of drivers
modified by the user if personal accident is covered (Standard or Medex).
fixed rate will  be calculated based on the number of passengers and number of driver
reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

3. Select the Gulf Assist from the Gulf Assist drop-down list.

Description: 
This field identifies the gulf assist if car replacement is covered or not

Note: 
The is only enabled and display previous selected by Broker by default when vehicle is SEDAN |
Private.
disabled when vehicle is not Sedan | Private.
replacement is up to maximum of 8 days 

4. The Net Gulf  Assist will  be  displayed  automatically  in  the  Net  Gulf  Assist  field  when  Gulf  Assist  is

covered in the policy.
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Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Gulf Assist is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Gulf Assist is covered.
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

5. Select the Geographic Cover from the Geographic Cover drop-down list.

Description: 
This field refers to the geographic coverage of the vehicle whether covered or not covered.

Note: 
This field is enabled and displays previous selected by default

6.The Net Geographic Cover will be displayed automatically in the Net Geographic Cover field when the

 Geographic Cover is covered in the policy.

Description: 
This field refers to the fixed rate when Geographic cover is covered.

Note: 
The format for this field is in decimal, and is disabled. 
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in this field when Geographic coverage is
covered.
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered

Example: 10.000 

 7. The RSMD/SRCC will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the RSMD/SRCC refers to the fixed rate for Sabotage and Terrorism when covered.

Note:         
Automatically the fixed rate value will  be displayed in Net RSM / SRCC field when selected
The fee is a fixed rate as per selected type of rating ( Private or Commercial).
this field reverts back to 0 when Not Covered
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8.    The Total Premium will automatically be updated upon clicking the Calculate Premium button.

Description: 
This field refers to the Total Premium calculated based on the tariff rate and with inclusion of
Additional coverage l ike Personal Accident, Gulf Assist or Geographic Cover if there is any.

Note: 
Total Premium calculation does not include Voluntary excess.
this field is disabled and is set to 0 by default
amount will  automatically be updated upon clicking Calculate premium button or upon saving or
submitting policy.
Total Premium amount with the inclusion of Additional coverage will  be calculated only after
insured details and car details are inputted in the system and no error is encountered.
previous calculated premium will  be removed when Car Make or Car Model or Style is reselected

9. Select Policy Status from the Policy Status drop-down list.

Note: 
By default, Policy status is set to On Hold.

10.  Click  Calculate  Premium  button  to  re-compute  the  calculated  fields,  if  you  made  changes  on  the

information in the fields in Additional Coverage  area. Total  Premium will  automatically be updated

upon clicking Calculate Premium button.

11. Type Comments in the Remarks field, if applicable.
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To complete data entries:

 To complete the editing of the information, Click one of the following buttons:

1. Click Save button to save the newly created policy. A confirmation message  dialog box will  pop up as

shown below.

a. Click OK button to confirm saving of  Policy Record. The data entries are  saved. Policy Status  will

be updated according to the selected policy status prior to saving it.

b. Click Cancel button to discard saving of  Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page will

stay in the Edit Policy page.

Note: 
If data entry is successful, upon saving the data, it wil l  return to the previous screen. 
However, if there is any error in the data entry, the screen stays and the error incurred will  pop up.  
The Policy Status after a successful saving of data can either be Approved or On Hold depending on
the status selected prior to saving the policy.

2. Click Cancel button to discard data entries. A confirmation message will pop up as shown below.
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a. Click OK button to confirm cancellation of  Policy Record. The data entries are  not saved and will

return to previous page.

b. Click Cancel button to discard cancellation of Policy Record. Upon clicking Cancel  button, the page

will stay in the Edit Policy page with all the previous inputted data.

Note: 
Selecting Approved  from the Policy  Status  drop-down  list  indicates  approval  of  the  Insurance  Policy,

thus triggers the generation of the Policy number and creation of a Debit Note Number. 

Generated Policy Number wil l  now be based on the policy numbering of Gulf Union Insurance.

Refer to ‘Defining Field columns found in table (Policy Table)’  in Policy Module  Menu  section for  the

format of the generated Policy Number and Debit Note number once approved.

80
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5.4.2 View Insurance Policy

Refer to Show policy Screen topic. 132
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5.5 Printing Reports

When a policy has already been approved or posted by  the  authorized  approver,  the  Broker  can  now  be

able to print necessary documents in relation to the approved insurance policy. 

To check whether submitted policy has already  been  approved,  search  for  the  Policy  in  the  Show  Policy

Table. Refer to 'Search Insurance Policy'  section for more information on how to search for a record. 

Note: 
Policy Schedule, Card, and Debit Note report can only be printed once the Policy is posted (Approved). 

There are four major reports which the Broker Underwriting module is producing. 

1. Policy Schedule

Note: 
There is no l imit in printing this report.

2. Certificate of Insurance (Card)

Note: 
Printing the Card is only one time. 

Once the card is already printed and user wants to print it again, a  message will  pop up informing the

user that the card is already printed.

3. Debit Note Report 

Note: 
This can be printed by the broker. Debit Note numbering is as per Gulf Union Insurance numbering.

4. List of insurance Policies for renewal

Note: 
Refer  to  'Print  Renewal  List'  for  the  steps  on  how  to  view  or  print  List  of  Insurance  Policy  for

Renewal.

Currently, there is no l imit in the number of times this reports can be printed.

85
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5.5.1 To view/print Reports

The following are the basic steps on how to view or print Reports available in the System:

1.  First,  you  need  to  be  in  the  Policy  Table.  If  you  are  not  on  this  table,  Choose  Policy  |  Show  Policy

submenu. The Policy Table will be displayed.

2. In the Policy table, search for the Policy record that you want to view or open. Refer to 'To Search
Insurance Policy Record'  section.

3. Click the Show record Icon of the desired policy record from the Table  Record row as shown in Figure  36

to display the Policy record page as shown in Figure 37 .

Policy Table 
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Policy Record (for Approved Policy)
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Note: 
Policy Schedule, Card, and Debit Note report can only be printed once the Policy is posted (Approved).

All  reports are viewed and displayed in PDF format.

To Print Insurance Policy Schedule:

Click Print Schedule button. A file download dialog box will pop up. Click Open to open the report,  or

Click Save to save the report or Click Cancel to discard printing/viewing of the report.

Note: 
Status will  be updated to YES upon closing the policy record page.

Refer to TAB C  for sample policy schedule198
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To Print Certificate of Insurance (Card):

Click Print Card button. A file download dialog box will pop up. Click Open to open the report, or Click

 Save to save the report or Click Cancel to discard printing/viewing of the report.

Note: 
Insurance Card can only be printed ONE time. Print Card status will   be updated upon clicking the button
regardless  if  user  actually  printed  it  or  not,  so  make  sure  that  you  print  or  at  least  save  the  report
before closing the page 
Status will  be updated to YES upon closing the policy record page
Refer to TAB C  for sample Card197
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To Print Debit Note Report:

Debit Note  report can only be printed  in  Gulf  Union  Office.  For  more  details,  consult  your  System

Administrator (SA).

To Close Show Policy Record Page:

Click OK button to return to the Show Policy main screen.

Note: 
Refer to TAB C  for Sample of Printed Reports.197
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6 Print Renewal List

Figure 38: Renewal List screen

Reports module menu allows the user to view the renewal  list of  policies on a certain period of  time. The

user may input from the Period From and To the date range of the renewal list that he/she wants to view.  

By default, the Period from and Period to field is set to current date. Period To should not be less than the

Period From, an error message will pop up and automatically updates Period To equal  to Period From.  The

format for this is dd/mm/yy.   Account  Of  field  displays  the  Broker  Name  where  the  user  belongs  to.  By

default,  this fields displays Bahrain Credit and is disabled.  All  lists displayed in the report  are  all  policies

from Bahrain Credit clients which will expire on the selected periods.

Note: 
Renewal  list  wil l  be  displayed  based  on  the  inputted  date  range.  No  list(s)  will  be  displayed  when  the
inputted date range is invalid or no l ists were found based on the date range inputted. 
If user input other format for as long as it is a valid period of coverage, the system will  automatically
convert it to its default format.
If user inputted any other value which is not a valid date, system automatically update this to current date.

 Related Topic Link:

To Print Renewal List 175
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6.1 To Print Renewal List

The Reports module  allows the users to view or print the  renewal  list  of  policy  or  list  of  policy  that  will

expire on a certain period of time. 

Note: 
The renewal l ist is viewed in PDF format.

Click Reports | Show Renewal List submenu to display Renewal List  screen form (Figure 42 ).

Policy Table (main screen)

176
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Figure 42: Reports Screen

Select the Period From from Date Picker Pop-Up dialog box.

Description: 
This field refers to the start date (date range) of the renewal l ist to view.

Note: 
default format is dd-mmm-yy

system automatically update to its default format when inputted date is in different format

space not allowed, system automatically remove space if there is any

Select the Period To from Date Picker Pop-Up dialog box.

Description: 
This field refers to the end date (date range) of the renewal l ist to view.

Note: 
default format is dd-mmm-yy

period to should not be less than period from

system automatically update to its default format when inputted date is in different format

space not allowed, system automatically remove space if there is any
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Account Of field is disabled and is set to Bahrain Credit for all users.

Click Print Renewal List button. The Renewal list may printed in Crystal Report or PDF format.

See TAB C  for sample of Printed reports 199
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7 My Account

This menu allows the end user to update some of his/her personal information such as his/her First Name,

Last Name and  email  address if  there  is any. This facility also allows  him/her  to  change  his/her  provided

password for security reasons. Active, Other fields like User name, User User Locked and User  Expiration

fields are disabled as this fields are only controlled by the System Administrator.

DEFINING FIELDS IN EDIT USER PAGE: 

User Name

this field is used to enter the end user's user name to use for logging into the system. This field is disabled

and on System Administrator is allowed to create and edit this field.

First Name

this field is used to enter and display the first name of the end user. 

Note: 
this field accepts up to 30 alphanumeric characters
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this field is not case sensitive such that it accepts entered values regardless whether it is in capital or
small letters
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Last Name
this field is used to enter and display the last name of the end user.

Note: 
this field accepts up to 30 alphanumeric characters
this field is not case sensitive such that it accepts entered values regardless whether it is in capital or
small letters

Email
this field is used to enter and display the email address of the end user. 

Note: 
this field validates the email address according to the yahoo validation such that it accepts only letters,
numbers, underscore and dot (.) but it should not begin or end with underscore or dot (.).
space is also not allowed

User Active
this field is used to check whether to make the account active or not. 

Note: 
this field is disabled and only the System Administrator can be able to edit it

User Locked
this field serves as counter such that when an end user tries to log in to the application for certain number

of  times with wrong password and/or user name, the system will  be  locked.   Report  this  to  your  System

Administrator when it happens.

Note: 
the number of times before an account will  be locked is being controlled by the System Administrator.

Change Password
this link is used to direct the end user to the Edit Password page,  where he/she can be able  to change his/

her password.

 Related Topics:

Edit My Account

Change Password

183
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7.1 Edit My Account

Below are the basic steps when want to change some basic information registered in your account.

1. First, you must be in the Edit My Account page. Click the My Account menu.

2. The Edit My Account page will be opened.
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3. Do any of the following below, to modify fields:

3.1. Re-enter end user's first name in the First Name text box field.

3.2. Re-enter the end user's last name in the Last Name text box field.

3.3. Re-enter the end user's email address in the Email text box field.

3.4. To change password, click the Change Password link found above the user name text box  field. For

procedures how to change password, refer to Change Password  section.

4. To complete data entries update, click any of the following:

4.1. Click Save button to save the updates done.  If  there is any error encountered,  corresponding error

message will pop up and will not save the updates until  and unless the error is rectified.  If  there is no

error,  upon  clicking  the  Save  button,  a  confirmation  message  will  pop  up.  Click  OK  button   to

completely save the updates, or click NO button if you don't want proceed with saving the updates and

wants to check/review more on the updates which you have done.

4.2. Click  Cancel  button  to  discard  changes.  A  confirmation  message  will  pop  up.  Click  OK  button  to

completely discard the changes and close the page, or, click Cancel button if you don't want to proceed

with discarding the changes and stays on the page.
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7.2 Change Password

This  section  provides  the  basic  information  on  how  to  change  the  assigned  or  existing  password.  It  is

assumed that your previous screen  prior  to  clicking  to  the  Change  Password  link  is  the  Edit  My  Account

Page.

1. On the Edit Password Page, enter your old password in the Old Password text box field.

2. Enter your new desired password in the New Password text box field.

Note: 
length of password should be greater than 8 characters.

3. Re-enter your new password in the Confirm Password text box field. 

4. To complete your updates, click any of the following:

4.1. Click Save button to save the updates done. If  there  is any error encountered, corresponding error

message will pop up and will not save the updates until  and unless the error is rectified. If  there  is no

error, upon clicking the Save  button, a confirmation message  will  pop up. Click OK to completely save

the updates, or click NO if you don't want proceed with saving the updates and wants to check/review
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more on the updates which you have done.

4.2. Click  Cancel  button  to  discard  changes.  A  confirmation  message  will  pop  up.  Click  OK  button  to

completely discard the changes and close the page, or, click Cancel button if you don't want to proceed

with discarding the changes and stays on the page.
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8 TAB A Customer Record (Mandatory/Required Fields)

Table 1: Customer Record (Mandatory/Required Fields)
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9 TAB B Insurance Policy Record (Mandatory/Required
Fields)

Table 2: Insurance Policy Record (Mandatory/Required). 
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Table 2_Continuation: Insurance Policy Record (Mandatory/Required). 
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10 TAB C Reports

Note: 
The printout is either in Crystal report or PDF format. 

Certificate of Insurance (Card)
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Insurance Policy Schedule
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Renewal List
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